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At present grading of sawlogs in a sawmill relies on visual inspection wherein a
human expert grades a log every few seconds as it passes on a conveyor belt. This
tedious and difﬁcult work is prone to substantial inter- and intra-grader variability.
This dissertation presents methods for automatic analysis of end faces from
Scots pine (Pinus sylvestris L.) and Norway spruce (Picea abies (L.) Karst). Two
featuresareextracted: thepith(centrecore)positionandthenumberofannualrings.
Thepithdetectionuses local orientationsto estimate thecentreoftheannualringsin
a manner that is robust to disturbances as knots and cracks as well as partial cover-
age of dirt or snow. The number of annual rings is counted using the polar distance
transform, a tool developed here. This transform combines the image intensity and
the circularshapeof theringsso that theannualringpatterncan beoutlinedin rough
and noisy images. First the marks on end faces from uneven sawing are removed
using an automatic method developed in this work.
The data are images of untreated end faces mostly acquired at sawmills. A large
amount of the data was imaged using a camera mounted above a conveyor belt at a
sawmill, collectingimageseverymonthduringoneyear. Intotal,thedataconsistsof
over4000imagesofpineandspruce. Inthis dissertationanalgorithmforgenerating
synthetic log end face images is also presented. The synthetic data can be used as a
tool for developing image analysis methods.
The annual ring measurements were thoroughly evaluated on pine end face im-
ages acquired using the mounted end face camera. This evaluation shows that the
method performs equally well as an experiencedmanual graderfor grading the logs
into quality classes. The method can thus be used as a component of an automatic
grading system, overseen by a manual grader.
Key words: image analysis, polar distance transform, coniferous end faces, wood
quality, pith detection, annual ring measurements, synthetic wood images
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Papers I–VII1 Introduction
This dissertation is the result of ﬁve years of work at the Centre for Image Analysis
in Uppsala, Sweden. The project was performed in collaboration with SDC - IT
company for the Swedish forestry sector, with the goal to develop methods useful
in the sawmill industry for analysing digital images of coniferous log end faces.
1.1 Objectives and motivation
Wood features are measured both in the forest industry and in the ﬁeld of den-
drochronology. Image analysis can be a helpful tool in such measurements, since
manual inspection is often tedious and difﬁcult, and requires experts to perform it.
With automatic image analysis methods, the results can be more consistent than for
manual measurements, especially if these are performed by different persons.
The applications of wood measurements determine possibilities and limits for
end face preparation and image acquisition. In this work, the application is quality
analysis at sawmills, where features of the end face are used already today as a pa-
rameter for grading each log into a quality class. At present, the grading at Swedish
sawmills is performedmanually by a graderwho has many different features to take
into account. If parts of this analysis can be done automatically, possibly with sup-
port from the grader, the demands on the grader are less, and the consistency of the
result will probably be improved. Image acquisition and analysis must be carried
out during approximately two seconds, if the quality measurement is not to become
a bottle-neck at the sawmill. Here, images acquired with digital cameras with light
in the visible wavelengths, were used. This gives a fast acquisition and also rather
inexpensive hardware with little effect on the sawmill environment. The data has
been collected at sawmills, using both system cameras and a camera more suitable
for industry applications, that was mounted above a conveyor belt where logs were
transported and imaged.
Imaging end faces at sawmills means that there are usually no possibilities for
treating the endfaces in any way beforeacquisition. The untreatedendfaces require
methods for analysis that are robust to the rough surface that is the result after har-
vesting, storage and transport of the logs from the forest to the sawmill. End faces
are occasionally also partly covered with dirt or snow. Methods previously devel-
oped for analysis of higher quality end faces, such as in dendrochronology, where
end faces are often treated (sanded and possibly oiled) and imaged through a mi-
croscope or scanner could therefore not be applied with good results on the images
studied here.
In this dissertation, two different features have been measured on coniferous log
end faces: the pith position and the number of annual rings. In the development
of the annual ring measurement method a new theoretical tool, the polar distance
transform, was introduced. This transform combines the circular shape of the rings
with the intensity values of the image, so that it is possible to outline the rings. A
method for automatic removal of marks on the end faces that occur due to uneven
sawing has been developed in this work and was applied to the images before the
9feature extraction. An algorithm for generating synthetic end face images was also
developed. The synthetic data resembles pine end faces and the simulation includes
wood features and properties occurring from sawing, storage, camera setup and
image acquisition.
The methods for pith detection and annual ring measurements were developed
and evaluated on real data acquired at sawmills. The work was performed on Scots
pine (Pinus sylvestris L.) and Norway spruce (Picea abies (L.) Karst), which will
here be referred to as pine and spruce, respectively.
1.2 Organization of the dissertation
The work has been dividied into three different parts in this dissertation: back-
ground, theory and applications, respectively. The background includes a descrip-
tion of sawlog quality, such as the procedure of tree growth, wood degradation, and
quality measurements at Swedish sawmills. Imaging techniques are also described
together with the cameras that were used during the work and the acquired data.
The algorithm for creating synthetic data is also included in this part (Paper I).
The second part describes theory, including basic image analysis concepts that
were used in the developed methods or in other similar applications. Furthermore,
a chapter on distance transforms is included, in which the polar distance transform
is described (Paper II, Paper III, and Paper IV).
Thethirdpartofthedissertationis devotedto appliedendfaceanalysis. Theﬁrst
chapterpresentspreprocessingofthedatasuchascomputingpixelsizeintheimages
and a method for automatic cropping of a large dataset of images. These parts have
not been published earlier, and are included in the dissertation for completeness.
The preprocessing also includes the description of a method for removing marks
across the end face that occurred due to uneven sawing (Paper VII). In this part of
the dissertation, the analysis of end face features are also described: detection of
pith position (Paper V) and computing the number of annual rings (Paper VI and
Paper VII). New results are presented for both methods, using data that was not
analyzed earlier. Conclusions and a summary in Swedish close the dissertation.
10Part I
Background
11122 Sawlog quality
The quality of a sawlog relies to a high extent on the quality of the tree from which
the log originates. Many sawlog features are related to tree growth such as straight-
ness, number of knots or branches, amount of compression wood, and annual ring
width, while other features rather relates to wood degradation, e.g., presence of rot
and blue stain. Also harvesting and handling can cause damage to the log, which
leads to theoccurrenceof scars orcracks. In this chapterthe growthanddegradation
of a conifer is described on the macro level with focus on features that are visible
on an end face. Sawlog quality measurement at Swedish sawmills is also brieﬂy
described.
2.1 Tree growth
As a tree grows from a small plant to a large tree the stem grows higher and wider,
the bark thickens and new branches are formed. In the innermost part of the stem is
the centre of the annual rings, the pith.
2.1.1 Annual rings
The stem thickens as new cells are created between the outermost, already exist-
ing wood cells and the bark. Due to different growth conditions such as temper-
ature, light, and nutrition, cells will have different properties. In conifers, good
growth conditions result in cells with thin cell walls and large voids (lumens). Dur-
ing bad conditions cells will instead grow thick walls and small lumens (Bowyer
et al., 2007). The better and worse conditions coincide with the early and late part
of the growth season, respectively, and the different types of wood created are thus
referred to as earlywood and latewood.
If a tree stem is cut and the cross section is examined with the naked eye, early-
wood appears brighter than latewood. The cells created during one growth season
are thus represented by a bright region of earlywood and a dark region of latewood.
Hence each set of earlywood and latewood together represents an annual ring, or
growthring. The latewoodregionis often thinnerthan the correspondingearlywood
region since growth is slower during late season.
Examples of earlywood and latewood cells in pine are shown in Figure 1. The
lumens are seen as black areas, cell walls are greyand the light greyareas are lignin,
which is present both in the outer parts of the cells and in-between cells. The cells
have been growing from left to right in the image, starting with earlywood cells
with large lumens and thin cell walls, growing towards latewood. The transition
from earlywood to latewood is smooth and growth is slower and slower during the
late season. Finally, to the right in the image, one growth season has passed, and a
new period of good growth conditions starts, with earlywood cells produced. The
transition between latewood and earlywood is rapid. The image is captured by a
camera attached to an epiﬂourescence microscope.
13Figure 1: Wood cells from pine seen on micro level with earlywood to the left,
growing through a smooth transition towards latewood. To the right, the sharp tran-
sition from latewood to earlywood is visible. The piece of wood is approximately
26.2 × 8.7 µm. [Image acquisition: Bettina Selig]
2.1.2 Heartwood
When the tree grows older, properties of the innermost wood cells in the stem will
change. These cells get a high concentration of certain chemicals that give them
different properties compared to regular cells. A region with such cells is called
heartwood and appears in the centre part of the stem, as opposed to the sapwood
surrounding it. The border between heartwood and sapwood is not generally re-
stricted to a speciﬁc annual ring. Heartwood presence is not completely determined
by tree age, but has for pine been shown by Kärenlampi and Riekkinen (2002) to be
related to tree maturity, which is a measure inversely proportional to area increase
of stem cross section overtime. Pine heartwood can often be seen as a regionwith a
darkeror more reddish colourthan surroundingwood. This is illustrated in Figure 2
where the red area in the centre is heartwood. In spruce, there is no distinct colour
difference between heartwood and sapwood and therefore the heartwood is more
difﬁcult to detect visually.
2.1.3 Branches and knots
Thebranchesarecreatedduringtree growthstartingfromthepith. Coniferbranches
are formed in whorls every year in the top of the stem. As the tree continues to
grow, the branches are embedded in the stem by new wood cells. This embedding
can create perturbations of the annual ring pattern in the region close to the knot.
In Figure 2, a knot is visible at the boundary between heartwood and sapwood. A
close lookat the area aroundtheknotshows the perturbedannualringpattern. Since
branches are formed in whorls it is not unusual that an end face have several visible
knots.
2.1.4 Compression wood
Occasionally trees are inﬂuenced by different types of mechanical stress, e.g., hard
wind constantly coming from one direction, or a growth position where the tree is
leaning towards light. If this is the case, reaction wood is formed to compensate for
the mechanical stress. In conifers the reaction wood is present on the lower side of
14Figure 2: A pine end face showing heartwood, a knot, and blue stain.
a leaning stem or a branch and called compression wood. These wood cells have
very thick cell walls and tensions which is a problem in wood usage. When lumber
or planks are dried after sawing present compression wood will most likely give
bent products, since different parts will shrink to different amount and the tensions
will cause deforming. Due to the thick cell walls, compression wood is darker,
more reddish than regular wood and the latewood area is often wider than usual.
Compression wood on an end face is often limited to a rather small region of a few
annual rings, but can in severe cases cover larger areas.
2.2 Wood degradation
Wood degradation can occur both during growth and after harvesting. There are
different kinds of degradation, such as rot, staining and insect attacks. Here, the
focus is on rot and staining which are both caused by fungi. Fungi spread by spores
through air, water, or insects. As the spores come in contact with wood mycelium
starts to grow and eventually a fruiting body might form. All wood fungi feed from
wood cells, but in slightly different ways. How the fungi affect wood quality thus
depends on what is left in the cell after the attack.
152.2.1 Rot
Fungi causing rot are of a few different kinds, e.g., brown rot and white rot, feeding
on different components of the wood cells. Brown rot feeds mainly on cellulose,
leaving the lignin in the cells unaffected. Lignin is brown, and thus the result after
this attack is a brown region. White rot, on the other hand feeds on both cellulose
andlignin,whichmeansthatthebrownligninis removed,thusthewoodisbleached.
Both of these types of rot cause severe strength reduction of the wood.
2.2.2 Staining
Other types of fungi mainly stain the wood, without causing large effects on wood
strength. These fungi feed on material from cell lumens, not affecting strength as
much as rot fungi. Therefore, the decay is not as severe as in the cases with rot and
the effect is more of an esthetical matter. The staining is often dark blue, thus called
blue stain. Fungi are transportedto the wood throughthe air and they attack the end
face of a log or the parts of a stem or log that are not covered by bark. After the
attack mycelium grows through the sapwood, but leaving the heartwood unaffected.
The pine end face shown in Figure 2 is attacked by blue stain, which is seen as a
blue discolouration of the sapwood.
2.3 End face analysis
In this work, the expression end face refers to a cross-section surface that is visible
at the end of a log or a wood disc. End faces can be of differentquality with varying
readability, in the range from sanded and oiled end faces via end faces cut with a
sharp tool in laboratory, freshly cut trees in the forest up to logs harvested, stored in
the forest, transported on a truck and then stored yet some time at a sawmill. The
difference between a freshly cut end face and one stored at a sawmill is shown in
Figure 3, where the same end face is imaged twice: ﬁrst after sawmill storage and
then after sawing off a thin disc with the only purpose to produce a newly sawn
end face. The difference between the two end faces is mainly the roughness of the
surface and the marks created from uneven sawing during harvesting in the upper
image. Note that the end face is rotated approximately180 degrees between the two
images. The end face is imaged using the same camera in similar conditions only a
short time apart.
The expected readability of an end face thus differs a lot, depending on how the
end face was treated. Heartwoodcan generallybe difﬁcult to detect since it does not
always have a discriminating colour compared to the sapwood. For a well prepared
end face, sanded and possibly oiled, most of the mentioned features can be seen
with the naked eye, i.e., pith position, annual rings, knots, compression wood, rot,
and blue stain. However, if annual rings are very narrow or affected by rot they
can be difﬁcult to distinguish. For end faces in the other end of the scale, as they
appear in sawmill industry, it can be harder to detect all mentioned features. The
ring pattern is not always clear and a rough surface can hide slight cases of rot and
compression wood. In very rare cases, often with severe rot, even the pith can be
difﬁcult to detect.
16Figure 3: A pine end face imaged as found at the sawmill (upper) and shortly after-
wards when newly sawn (lower).
17Table 1: Rules for grading spruce sawlogs. Details regarding the different concepts
can be found in Anon. VMR (2007).
Grade
1 2
Knots, whole Max 60 mm regard- Spike knots max
mantle surface less of knot type. 120 mm. Other
knots unlimited.
Growth rings Min 12 -
Straightness Max 20 cm loss Max 120 cm loss
of saw yield. of saw yield.
Indication of top Not allowed Allowed
rupture
Blue stain Not allowed Allowed
Open scar Scar which affects Depth of scar max
the scaling cylinder 20% of scaling
is not allowed cylinder diameter.
Bark-enclosed scar Length max 2× top Allowed
end diameter
Forest rot Not allowed Max 5% of log
end surface
If an end face is imaged, the imaging itself inﬂuences readability. Imaging con-
cerns all techniques from capturing images through a microscope, desktop scanner,
a CT scanner to a digital camera, which all give different types of images and vary-
ing image quality. Illumination and image resolution are also factors to consider.
The difference in end face quality and imaging techniques requires image anal-
ysis of end faces to be tuned for the speciﬁc application. The features analyzed
may be similar, but methods suitable for one application, does not always work well
for another. In this dissertation end faces from sawmill environments are analyzed,
i.e., end faces from logs that were harvested in the forest, stored for some time,
transported to the sawmill and then stored again. Imaging has been performed with
digital cameras of different kinds, using light in the visual spectrum.
2.4 Quality measurements at Swedish sawmills
SDC - IT companyfor the Swedish forestry sector, determines standards and guide-
lines for measuring sawlog quality in Sweden. Different features are used to grade
each log into a quality class, where spruce and pine sawlogs are separated into two
and four different classes, respectively. The rules for grading are listed in Table 1
and Table 2 (Anon. VMR , 2007). Table 1 was modiﬁed after personal communi-
cation with Jacob Edlund, SDC. The highlighted rows describe the rules regarding
annual rings, which is the grading feature that has been considered in this disserta-
tion.
The measurement area for annual rings is a speciﬁc part of the end face: the
interval 20 to 80 mm from the pith in the direction that gives the lowest result, i.e.,
18Table 2: Rules for grading pine sawlogs. Details regarding the different concepts
can be found in Anon. VMR (2007).
Grade
1 2 3 4
Log type Butt log Not butt log All log types All log types
Knots, whole Max 20 mm, Sound knots max 120 mm Spike
mantle all knot types. Other knots max 60 mm knots max
surface Max 5 knots. 120 mm.
Other knots
unlimited.
Knots within - A minimum - -
15 dm from of two dis-
butt end tinct whorls
or one sound
knot.
Knot Max 5 - - -
swelling
Growth rings Min 20 - Min 12 -
Straightness Max 20 cm loss of saw yield. Max 120 cm
loss of saw
yield.
Indication of Not allowed Allowed
top rupture
Blue stain Not allowed Allowed
Forest rot Not allowed Max 5% of
end surface
where the mean annual ring width is the largest, but not affected by knots. Mea-
surements are performed at the low end of the log, except for spruce butt logs (i.e.,
logs from the lowest part of the stem), which are measured in top end. Choosing the
correctmeasurementarea is important,bothwhen it comes to distance and direction
from the pith. Letting the end face in Figure 2 again illustrate a concept shows that
the rather eccentric pith means that the average annual ring width differs above and
below the growth centre. It is thus clear that to determine the correct number of
annual rings requires the correct measurement area to be chosen.
For spruce sawlogs twelve rings are required in the measurement area for the
highest quality, i.e., grade 1, while the number of rings is irrelevant for grade 2, as
described by Table 1. For pine sawlogs (Table 2) two different thresholds affect the
grade. For the highest quality, 20 rings are required, while it for grade 3 is enough
with twelve. For grades 2 and 4 the number of annual rings is irrelevant. The pine
end face shown in Figure 3 has 44 rings in the measurement area and thus belongs
to grade 1, if taking into account only the number of annual rings.
When referringto the quality grades furtheron in the dissertation, onlythe num-
ber of rings will be considered. Because of this, and to make the grades correspond
19to the same number of rings for spruce and pine, another quality grading will be
used. Here, grade C corresponds to a number of rings below twelve; B is twelve
or above for spruce, and from twelve to 19 for pine; A is above twenty, and will
be measured only for pine. With this notation, C is the worst quality class for both
species, and the highest measured class for spruce is B.
At present, the end face analysis at Swedish sawmills is performed manually
by a log scaler or grader. Typically, the grader is positioned next to a conveyor belt
wherethelogs arepassing, eitherlengthwiseorsidewise. Thelogscalergradeseach
log according to the rules, where one of the grader’s tasks is to take into account the
number of annual rings in the measurement area. Often a screen with a video or an
image of the current end face is a help in this analysis.
203 Real data acquisition
The data used in this dissertation are images of log end faces essentially acquired at
sawmills. This chapter describes the end faces, the different cameras that were used
for acquisition and the resulting images. First, the procedure of image acquisition
and the concept of a digital image are brieﬂy described. Digital images in two
dimensions are handled throughout the work hence such images are the focus here.
3.1 Image acquisition
To capture a digital image is to project a piece of the three dimensional world onto
a two dimensional picture, sampled in space, intensity, and time. Here, images with
sample points in a square grid are considered. The intensity is sampled in each
point, corresponding to the incoming light at a speciﬁc time.
An image sensor captures light reaching it through the camera. The amount
of light is determined by the lens aperture and the exposure time, where the ﬁrst
regulates how much light passes through the lens. A large aperture gives a bright
image, but it also means a short depthof ﬁeld, which is the distance fromthe camera
where the imaged objects appearsharp. The exposuretime determines forhow long
the image sensor integrates light, thus the higher the exposure time the brighter is
the image. However, a long exposure time can give motion blur in the image, if the
object is moving during acquisition.
3.1.1 Imaging sensors
A digitalimagingsensorconsists ofseveralsensorelements,eachcollectinga signal
representing the incoming light in a small area. The light is transformed into an
electrical charge and converted to a voltage. Two common sensor types in digital
imaging are the charge-coupled device (CCD) and the complimentary metal-oxide
semiconductor (CMOS) sensors, which uses different techniques.
The CCD sensor is a shift register which moves the captured signals across
the sensor before storage. The measured electrical charge in a sensor element is
not converted into a voltage until it reaches one corner of the sensor where it can
be read out. This makes it impossible to read out the information from all sensor
elements simultaneously, thus readout must be performed for one row at a time.
An advantage with this solution is that no extra space is needed on the sensor for
conversion of the signals, thus the space can be used for integrating light, i.e., the
ﬁll factor is high. A schematic illustration of the CCD-sensor is shown in Figure 4,
where information from the third row is being read out. Each charge is transported
on the sensor towards the bottom row, and then out to the right.
In the CMOS sensor the conversionfrom electric charge to voltage is performed
in the sensor element itself using transistors. Making room for the conversion on
the sensor often results in lower ﬁll factor compared to the CCD, since the light col-
lecting element must be smaller. The fact that each element has its own conversion
means that the readout can be performed in random order, or simultaneously. On
21Figure 4: Schematic illustration of the readout from a CCD sensor (upper) and a
CMOS sensor (lower). Dark areas represent elements that were already read out,
grey areas are elements currently read, and white illustrate areas used in the read-
out. The arrows illustrate how the information is transported.
the other hand, simultaneous readout might not be possible due to the large amount
of information that must be handled if the number of sensor elements is high. A
schematic illustration is shown in Figure 4. Here, the information is ﬁrst processed
at each sensor element and then read out. In the illustration all pixels are active
simultaneously, and the readout is shown for a few random pixels.
3.1.2 Image size and resolution
When visualising a captured intensity image each sample point is represented by a
pictureelement, pixel coveringa small area ofthe image. Thetotal numberof pixels
determines the image size, such as 3872 × 2592 pixels or 10.2 mega pixels. Image
size can be equal to the number of sensor elements in the camera, but itcan also be
modiﬁed by resampling. This is the case, e.g., when a preview of a captured digital
image is shown on the display of a compact camera. The preview is a smaller, sub-
sampled, version of the captured image. The word image also denotes a sub-image,
i.e., a part that has been cut out from a larger image.
22Imagesize mustnot beconfusedwithimageresolution,whichdeﬁneshowclose
two point objects can be positioned and still be resolved as two objects in the im-
age. The resolution depends on several things e.g., sampling frequency and how
the incoming light is spread in the camera optics. According to Nyquist’s sampling
theorem the sampling frequency must be at least the double of the spatial frequency
of the signal that is sampled to capture all details (Unser, 2000). High sampling
frequency is, however, not enough to accomplish high resolution. The optics must
also be of high quality so that the incoming light is not blurred in the camera lens.
If the high frequencies are removed already in the camera optics, a high sampling
frequency does not improve the image resolution.
Imageresolutionandsamplingfrequencyareclosely relatedto pixelsize, a mea-
sure of how large area one pixel covers on the imaged object. If the objects in an
image are positioned at different distances from the camera, the pixel size can vary
in the image. It can also vary for a single object due to e.g., perspective distortion.
The pixel size is often given in length units, e.g., mm or µm, representingthe length
of one side of a pixel.
3.1.3 Intensity and colour
In intensity images, or grey scale images, each pixel has a value proportional to the
signal capturedbythe correspondingimagingsensorelement. By mappingthe pixel
values on a greyscale fromblack to white the differentintensities can be interpreted
visually. In this work images with intensities between zero and 255 have been used,
i.e., values that can be represented by 8 bits in a computer.
The wavelengths of the light determine the information that is acquired. Light
in the visual spectrum give images that are similar to our way of seeing the sur-
roundings. By varying the illumination and, if required, also the image sensors, the
information captured from an object can vary. One example is infrared (IR) light,
which was used in Gjerdrum and Høibø (2004) to determine the amount of heart-
wood on pine end faces. The different water content in heartwood and sapwood
made them distinguishable.
One method to capture information from different wavelengths is to ﬁlter the
light before it hits the sensor. The captured signal will then correspond to a spe-
ciﬁc wavelength band. To capture several images using different ﬁlters is called
multi-spectral imaging. There, speciﬁc materials can be identiﬁed by their speciﬁc
spectra, i.e., the captured intensities in different wavelengths. This was used by
Nyström and Hagman (1999) to detect compression wood in planks of spruce. As a
part of the analysis two classes were created representing earlywood and latewood,
respectively. However, no informationabout the possibility to discriminate between
these, and thus separate earlywood from latewood, was presented.
Intensitiesfromdifferentwavelengthscanbecombinedtorepresentcolour. This
can be achieved with the mentioned ﬁltering, but more common is to let different
sensor elements capture light from speciﬁc wavelengths and create a colour image
from these. This is the technique for the Bayer ﬁlter (Bayer, 1976) used in many
cameras. Wavelengths corresponding to red, green, and blue light are captured by
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Figure 5: Illustration of a Bayer ﬁlter pattern where each sensor element captures
light corresponding to wavelengths for red, green or blue light (R, G, and B).
(a) Colour image (b) Red channel
(c) Green channel (d) Blue channel
Figure 6: A colour image and the three colour channels.
24differentsensorelements andthen combinedto producea colourimage. Thepattern
of ﬁlters used is shown in Figure 5 for a small part of an image. The fact that green
is the dominating colour is an adaptation to the human visual system, with high
sensitivity to the correspondingwavelengths.
After image acquisition, each pixel has a value corresponding to the incoming
light in one of the three wavelength bands, or colour channels. To create the full
colour image the missing information in an element is computed by interpolation
from the neighbouringpixels. After interpolation, or demosaicking, colour is repre-
sented in each element by the three channels.
The difference between capturing tree different images with red, green and blue
ﬁlters, respectively, and to capture one using Bayer ﬁltering is that with the latter
technique, each colouris sampled at lowerspatial frequency,and thus the resolution
is lower. The missing information is interpolated to other elements, but the effect
is that each colour channel is slightly smoothed. At positions with rapid colour
changes the interpolation can therefore create artifacts that would not occur other-
wise. This is referred to as colour noise.
Figure 6 shows a colour image captured using Bayer ﬁltering. This images is
built up from the three colour channels, red, green and blue and is referred to as
an RGB-image. The RGB-space is a common output from a camera with each
colour channel being an intensity image by itself. The colour channels are shown
in Figure 6 with dark pixels corresponding to low numeric values and bright pixels
corresponding to high values, respectively. It is clear that the yellow dandelion has
high intensity both in the red and green channels, while it is close to zero in the
blue one. For the grey background, the colour is more similar in all considered
wavelengths.
There exist several other colour spaces were it is possible to represent a colour
image, e.g., the HSV-space, separating between hue, saturation and intensity, or the
YIQ-space. The different channels of the HSV and YIQ-space for the dandelion
image are shown in Figure 7. The conversions from RGB to these spaces will not
be described here, but the ﬁgure illustrates that the content in each image is highly
dependent on the chosen conversion. The saturation component of the HSV-space
is used in Cerda et al. (2007) for detection of annual rings. However, in the images
analyzed in this work, the saturation was not discriminating the earlywood and late-
wood well enough. Here, the V-channel of the HSV-space was used in Paper V and
a modiﬁed version of the Y-channel in the YIQ-space in Paper VI and Paper VII.
The conversionfrom RGB-space to these colour bands are described in Section 5.1.
25(a) Hue (b) Y-channel
(c) Saturation (d) I-channel
(e) Value (f) Q-channel
Figure 7: The colour channels in the HSV-space (left column) and the YIQ-space
(right column) for the image shown in Figure 6.
263.2 Real data
The images used in this dissertation have been captured using three different cam-
eras. The imaging sensor types differ, as does the size of sensors and images. This
information is listed in Table 3 for the cameras used and further on in the disserta-
tion they will be referred to as Nikon, Canon, and PixeLINK, respectively. Nikon
and Canon are consumer cameras while PixeLINK is designed for industrial appli-
cations. All cameras use a Bayer ﬁlter to capture colour images as described in
Section 3.1.3. In images captured using the Nikon or Canon cameras, a small ref-
erence was imaged together with the end faces for computation of pixel size in the
images. This reference can be seen in the upper part of Figure 10 located centrally.
In principle, the referencecan also be used forcolourstandardizationto compensate
for different illuminations and camera settings. This was not, however, necessary in
this work.
Table 3: Camera speciﬁcations
Camera Sensor type Sensor size Image size
[mm] [pixels]
Nikon Coolpix 880 CCD 7.2 × 5.3 2048 × 1536
Canon EOS 400D Digital CMOS 22.2 × 14.8 3888 × 2592
PixeLINK PL-A782 CMOS 7.7 × 10.5 2208 × 3000
The real data have been collected at different sites and times and with different
aims. The overall focus has been to capture images of end faces as they appear at
sawmills. This ensures that imaged end faces have realistic features and difﬁculties,
which is important in the development and evaluation of image analysis methods.
All datasets exceptforone dataset have been collectedat sawmills. All are collected
in Sweden and each dataset is described in detail below. If no imaging method is
described, images were capturedoutdoorsas the logs were stacked, with the camera
mounted on a tripod. An overview of the datasets is found in Table 4.
3.2.1 Forssjö set
A small dataset of pine was capturedin June 2005at BooForssjösawmill in Forssjö.
End faces belonging to 12 logs were chosen in order to represent several different
features. All logs had been rejected at the sawmill due to low quality and had there-
fore been stored for months outdoors. The low quality and long storage time to-
gether with choosing end faces with varying features resulted in a set of end faces
where all are affected by rot, compression wood, or blue stain.
A disc approximately 30 to 40 mm thick was sawn from each log and the newly
sawn side was sanded, after which both sides were imaged. The newly sawn side
has been used only as reference. The discs were imaged on a table with the Nikon
camera mounted at h = 680 mm above it, resulting in a pixel size that is approxi-
mately 0.3 mm. Two 25 kHz ﬂuorescent lamps were mounted next to the camera,
approximately d = 200 mm apart. Each end face was imaged twice using two dif-
ferent light temperatures: 3000 K and 4000 K. The image content was essentially
the same for the images captured with different colour temperature, therefore only
27Table 4: Overview of the collected datasets.
Dataset Camera Species Number of Approximate
end faces pixel size [mm]
Forssjö Nikon pine 12 0.3
Ultuna Nikon spruce/pine 12/8 0.2
Nyby2005 Nikon pine 25 0.2 to 0.8
Heby2006 Nikon spruce 24 0.3
Heby2007 Canon spruce 199 0.2
NybyOnline PixeLINK pine > 4000 0.4
images with temperature 4000 K were used in further analysis. A schematic view
of the setup is shown in Figure 8.
A typical end face from the Forssjö set is shown in Figure 10. An area affected
by rot is visible to the upper right of the pith, while the dark region in the centre of
the end face is heartwood. This disc contains compression wood which is visible on
the newly sawn side, but not on the side shown in Figure 10.
3.2.2 Ultuna set
This dataset includes end faces that were imaged repeatedly each week during July
to November 2005 at a test lot in Uppsala. End faces are from ten logs of about
one meter length that were collected at a felling area and transported to the lot. The
dataset includes six spruce logs and four pine logs that were all imaged from both
sides, i.e., in total 20 end faces. At the time for log collection four spruce end faces
were affected by rot, and two spruce and four pine end faces were affected by blue
stain. The rest, i.e., six spruce end faces and four pine end faces showed clearwood.
The logs were imaged using the Nikon camera and the pixel size is approximately
0.2 mm. A sample spruce end face with clear wood imaged in September is shown
in Figure 11. The end face shown in Figure 2 is also a sample end face from the
Ultuna set.
3.2.3 Nyby2005 set
The Nyby2005 dataset was captured at Setra Group Nyby sawmill in Björklinge in
October2005usingthe Nikoncamera. It consists of 25 pineend faces selected from
logs both rejected and accepted at the sawmill measurement station. The distance
between camera and object varied during image acquisition, resulting in pixel size
between 0.2 and 0.8 mm. The end faces were chosen to include a variety of features
such as rot, knots, eccentric pith, compression wood, dirt, double pith, and scars
from felling. An image from the Nyby set is shown in Figure 12. The end face is
severely affected by rot, which is visible as a rough area covering approximately
two thirds of the end face.
28Figure 8: Camera setup for the Forssjö dataset. [Illustration: Patrik Malm]
3.2.4 Heby2006 set
With the Heby2006 set, the aim was to collect images of logs with sparse rings.
Images of 24 spruce end faces were captured at Setra Group Heby sawmill in Heby
in April 2006 using the Nikon camera. Pixel size was approximately 0.3 mm.
The end faces were classiﬁed by a grading inspector, thus divided into the dif-
ferent quality classes regarding the annual rings as described in Section 2.4. The
dataset includes 20 end faces with grade B and four end faces with grade C. An
end face with eleven rings in the measurement area, thus with grade C, is shown in
Figure 13. The measurement area is to the upper right of the pith.
3.2.5 Heby2007 set
This dataset was also captured at Setra Group Heby sawmill in Heby, but in March
2007. Imaging was performed using the Canon camera and the pixel size is ap-
proximately 0.2 mm. This time, an effort was made to pick random end faces from
29Figure 9: Camera setup for the NybyOnline dataset
different piles of logs to get a representative distribution of different features. In
total 199 end faces were imaged and grading was performed by a grading inspector
in the same way as in the Heby2006 set. Only six end faces have grade C. All other
have twelve or more annual rings and were thus graded B. An end face with grade
B is shown in Figure 14.
3.2.6 NybyOnline set
The NybyOnline dataset is the largest one. Images were captured monthly in on-
line sawmill production at Setra Group Nyby sawmill in Björklinge during the year
2008 and beginning of 2009. The images were captured with the PixeLINK camera
mountedat thesawmill measurementstation. With this setupendfaces wereimaged
as they passed on a conveyorbelt, as illustrated in Figure 9. The camera was placed
above the conveyor,depicting the logs as they moved away from the camera. It was
positioned at the height h = 0.9 m above the conveyor and the distance d = 2.2 m
from the end face in imaging position. The camera captures a region of approxi-
mately 0.7×0.6m in 1800×1536pixels, thus giving a pixel size of approximately
0.4 mm.. A photoelectric cell was used to determine when to capture the image.
The PixeLINK camera has two alternatives for pixel readout: rolling shutter or
fast reset shutter. With the rolling shutter a few pixel rows are exposed and read
out simultaneously, meanwhile leaving the rest of the pixels inactive. With this
technique there will be a small time differencebetween capturing the different pixel
rows. If the object moves during acquisition it results in motion blur. With fast reset
shutter, all pixels are activated, or reset, simultaneously, but the readout will still be
performed for a few rows at a time due to the large amount of data that needs to be
stored. The rows that have not yet been read out are still active, integrating light.
This technique is intendedto be used togetherwith a ﬂash or an external shutterthat
can steer the amount of light falling into the sensor.
30In the NybyOnline setup no external shutter was used, and it was impossible
to use a ﬂashlight due to the working environment for the grader at the sawmill
measurement station, thus the rolling shutter technique had to be used. The amount
ofmotionblurdependsontheendfacemovementduringthetime forimagecapture.
The total time for processing each pixel row is given by the following expres-
sion (Anon. PixeLINK , 2004)
tr = 7.3   10−6 + 25   10−9   (Nc + 10), (1)
where Nc is the number of active pixel columns. The total time for imaging is then
t = Nr   tr, (2)
where Nr is the number of pixel rows. Capturing an image of size Nc = 1536 and
Nr = 1800 results in a total time of t = 82.7 ms for each image.
If the log moves away from the camera with a speed of v m/s, the total dis-
tance the log has moved during image capture is ∆s = t   v m. At Setra Group
Nyby sawmill the conveyorbelt is usually moving with a speed of 78–85 m/minute
(according to personal communications with J. Olsson, VMF Qbera), which is ap-
proximately 1.3–1.4 m/s. In worst case this results in a total movement of the log
∆s = 0.12 m during image capture. However the imaged end face generally does
not cover the entire image, thus the time for capturing the part of the image with
the end face is shorter than 82 ms. Hence the the distance the log moves during
acquisition of the end face is more likely about 0.05 m.
The camera is positioned in a rough environment, where large logs passing on
the conveyor can hit both the camera and the lamps, which has happened several
times during the year of image acquisition. This means that the camera is not posi-
tioned exactly at the same place all the time, resulting in some images being slightly
out of focus and thus blurred.
Acquisition was carried out monthly, which resulted in as many as over 4000
images. From this large dataset, a few smaller sets have been created which were
used during developmentand evaluation of methods in this work. A training dataset
ST, consisting of 229 images was created by picking every 20th of all acquired
images and afterwards removing those that were not acquired correctly due to e.g.,
occlusion by another log. An evaluation set SE, was created in the same way, in-
cluding 223 images. Note that no images where the end face was correctly acquired
were removed. A typical image from November 2008 is shown in Figure 15.
TheNybyOnlinesetupwasalsousedforacquisitionwhenevaluatingthemethod
for counting annual rings, which is described in Paper VII. There, 70 logs were im-
aged three times when transported on the conveyor. Before the third image session,
the end faces were sawn with a chain saw to produce newly sawn surfaces for com-
parison. TheseendfaceswerealsodepictedbeforeandaftersawingusingtheCanon
camera. Figure 3 shows one of these logs, imaged with the Canon camera.
31Figure 10: An image from the Forssjö set. The image is rotated 90 degrees counter-
clockwise.
32Figure 11: An image from the Ultuna set.
33Figure 12: An image from the Nyby set.
34Figure 13: An image from the Heby2006 set. The image is rotated 90 degrees
counterclockwise.
35Figure 14: An image from the Heby2007 set.
36Figure 15: An image from the NybyOnline set.
37384 Synthetic data
Synthetic end face images can be used for developing and evaluating image anal-
ysis methods. An algorithm for generating such images was presented in Paper I,
including simulations of wood features, effects from harvesting and storage, and
image acquisition. In this chapter the algorithm for simulating two-dimensional
(2D) end face images is described together with an extension of the method to sim-
ulate three-dimensional (3D) data. For the synthetic images, ground truth can be
computed mathematically.
4.1 Background
Simulation of surfaces with wood texture has earlier been performed mainly in the
ﬁeld of computer graphics to create patterns that are realistic and visually appeal-
ing. For such applications, the appearance is often the main issue. It is important
that the texture is realistic, but what causes the appearance, i.e., tree growth is not
necessarily considered. However, if synthetic wood is generated as a tool for image
analysis research it is important that the data is as similar as possible to real wood.
If so, it can be used in developmentand evaluation of methods, preferably when the
amount of real data is small, or if ground truth is lacking.
There are mainly two ways of applying texture to a surface: texture mapping
and proceduraltexture. Texture mappinghas traditionally been used for 2D images,
and procedural textures for 3D volumes. In texture mapping a pattern is ﬁtted to a
surface. The pattern is stored as a look-up table, typically an image from which the
pattern is picked. With procedural texture the pattern is built up using mathemat-
ical functions that are evaluated on every point on a surface or in a volume (Ebert
et al., 2003). A mathematical model suitable for the pattern ensures that it behaves
as intended and complicated surfaces are thus easier to handle than in the case of
textural mapping. Procedural texture was presented in Perlin (1985) and Peachey
(1985), and is also called solid texture.
Wood is simulated as solid texture in Peachey (1985), using a rather simple
model with bright and dark concentric cylinders to resemble earlywood and late-
wood, respectively. Another approach is taken in Buchanan (1998) where a growth
model is used to simulate wood in 3D. The model mathematically grows the wood
from a pith and outwards in the volume. A parameter steers the growth, allowing
uneven progress for different directions. Branches are modeled in a similar way
as the stem with separate growth directions. Two different colours are chosen for
earlywood and latewood, respectively, and the colour of each volume element is
computed from interpolation between these.
InLefebvreandPoulin(2000)aphotographofawoodensurfaceisusedtocreate
a similar synthetic pattern. Parameters like pith position, annual ring frequency,
ratio between earlywood and latewood as well as growth directions are extracted
fromthe photographandinserted ina mathematicalmodel. By evaluatingthe model
in the synthetic volume, the real pattern from the photographis ﬁtted to a simulated
surface.
39In Paper I synthetic data was generated in 2D using procedural texture. The
aim was to produce images resembling real data, with ground truth and adjustable
features that could be used in the evaluation of image analysis methods for real end
face images. An effort was made to determine parameters representative for real
end faces. Data from a training set of approximately 200 images of pine end faces
were used to examine features, both statistically and visually. Apart from the wood
also other features were simulated, such as effects from harvesting, damage from
storage, camera setup including illumination and the image acquisition itself.
4.2 Generating 2D end face images
To produce realistic data, features such as end face size, presence and size of heart-
wood, numberof visible knots, and numberof cracks were analyzed from the train-
ing set. The analysis was performed to get a rough estimation of how these features
are distributed and was done by the author.
Size was measured as the end face radius from the pith to the border. Since end
faces are not completely circular, one direction must be chosen for this measure.
Here, the direction with the largest distance from pith to bark was picked by visual
inspection. The relative frequency of measured size from the training set samples is
shownasahistograminFigure16. Theshapesuggeststhatitcanbedescribedrather
well with a normal distribution, a Gaussian function. Such a function, with mean
µ = 125 and standard deviation σ = 30, is plotted in the same ﬁgure. The function
is used as the distribution from which the radius r is drawn in the simulations.
Presence of heartwood was determined binary, and the measurements showed
that heartwood appears in approximately 75% of the logs, hence the probability
chosen for creating heartwood in synthetic images was set to 0.75. The size of the
heartwood area was determined similarly to the method for determining end face
size. The ratio between heartwood size and end face radius is shown in Figure 16.
The plotted Gaussian function has mean µ = 0.55 and standard deviation σ = 0.1
and is the distribution used to determine the heartwood size.
The number of knots and cracks were counted in each image as integer num-
bers. The result is shown in Figure 16 for the training set samples together with the
probability distributions Mk and Mc, used. These numbers were limited to ﬁve in
the synthetic data to simplify the simulations of them. In some end faces the cracks
were short and very many, starting a few cm away from the pith. The exact number
of cracks were not counted in these end faces, but was set to ﬁve. To be sure not
to simulate too many end faces with ﬁve cracks because of this, the measured end
faces with ﬁve cracks were divided between the bins for three, four and ﬁve cracks
for the synthetic distribution.
The simulations are divided into ﬁve different parts according to the following:
• Wood
Simulation of wood includes pith position, end face size, presence and size
of heartwood and knots, annual ring pattern, bark thickness, and colour. The
size of the end face and possible heartwood is measured from the pith, which
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Figure 16: Sample distributions from the training set together with the distributions
used for parameters in the synthetic data.
is initially placed in the centre of the image. The knots are deﬁned by a size
and a position compared to the pith. The annual rings are simulated using
a sine function, sin(2πfD), where D is the signal on which the function is
applied. This signalis basedontheEuclideandistanceto thepith, butto avoid
completely circular rings with constant frequency, perturbations are added to
it before applying the sine function. By these perturbations, the frequency of
the signal will change while the parameter f is held constant. In this way
it is possible to compute the ground truth for the number of annual rings,
which will be discussed in Section 4.2.1. The signal is manipulated so that
the contrast is reduced and the latewood regions thinner than the earlywood.
Finally, the bark and colour is simulated.
• Sawing
Sawing affects the end face mechanically by creating a rough surface which
is here simulated using noise. Uneven sawing can introduce marks or stripes
across the end face. The simulation of sawmarks is performed by bump map-
ping, where the unevenness is created as a matrix of normal directions from
the surface (Blinn, 1978). The normal directions are not visible in the image
itself, but the effect can be seen when the synthetic end face is illuminated in
a later step of the simulations.
41• Storage
During storage of logs, the wood can dry and cracks occur on the end face.
This is simulated here, deﬁning each crack by a length and an angle. The
cracks are propagated from the pith and outwards.
• Camera setup
The camera setup includes determining the position of two lamps and the
camera compared to the end face. In this step the simulated sawmarks will be
visible due to a multiplication of the simulated normal map and the directions
to the lamps. Except from the marks from sawing, the surface is assumed to
be Lambertian, i.e., perfectly diffuse. A geometric distortion is introduced in
this step, created from the camera position in relation to the end face.
• Image acquisition
Theﬁnalstepistheimagingitself. Here,theendfaceisresampledtoasmaller
size and thus lower resolution. Smoothing is performed before resampling to
avoid aliasing and at the same time simulate the incoming light spreading
in the camera optics. A colour camera is simulated here, and thus Bayer
ﬁltering and demosaicking was implemented (Ramanath et al., 2002). Note
that simulations of acquiring an intensity image using a colourcamera should
alsousetheBayerﬁlteringforacquisition,andconverttointensityafterwards.
If an intensity camera is simulated, the Bayer ﬁltering should be ignored.
The results after different steps of the simulations are shown in Figure 17. The
colour noise, which is created in the Bayer ﬁltering is illustrated in Figure 18. A
small part of a simulated image with colournoise is shown. The difference between
this image and one without Bayer ﬁltering is given for each colour band. The abso-
lute values of the differences are shown as intensity maps, with values between zero
(black) and 20 (white). The effect is largest at rapid intensity changes, e.g., cracks,
since the Bayer ﬁltering has a smoothing effect on the signals.
The ﬁnal result after simulation is shown at the top of Figure 19, as an intensity
image. This is the image from which the illustration in Figure 17 and Figure 18 are
taken. The end face shown at the bottom of Figure 19 is simulated with the same
parameters as the end face at the top, but with different perturbing factors. These
inﬂuence many features so that they vary between the images: annual ring pattern,
end face size, bark thickness, heartwood region, and end face colour.
4.2.1 Ground truth
Determination of ground truth for the synthetic wood must be considered during
simulations. When it comes to the wood features, they are not only affected by the
wood simulations themselves, but also by the camera setup and image acquisition.
There, the end face distorteddue to a projectiononto the imageplane and resampled
to lower resolution. By determining the wood features during simulations, ground
truth can be computed from knowledge of how the end face is transformed in the
other steps.
42(a) Wood (b) Sawing
(c) Storage (d) Camera setup
Figure 17: Result after different steps in the simulation.
(a) Synthetic image (b) Red channel (c) Green channel (d) Blue channel
Figure 18: A synthetic image simulated using Bayer ﬁltering shown together with
the effect for the red, green and blue colour channels.
43Figure 19: Two synthetic images simulated using the same parameters, except for
different perturbing factors.
44The pith is determined from the beginning as a pixel position. When it comes to
knots and cracks the information is naturally stored from the masks creating these
features. The number of annual rings can be determined from the frequency f to-
gether with D, the perturbed distance function on which the sine function is ap-
plied. The period time for the function, and thus the number of pixels for one
complete annual ring is determined as T = 1/f. For a 1D signal, the number
of periods between two points x1 and x2 is thus given by (x2 − x1)   f. Simi-
larly, for two pixels in the same direction from the pith, but at different distance, at
positions (x1,y1) and (x2,y2) the number of rings between them is computed as
(D(x2,y2) − D(x1,y1))   f. Thus storing the distance D and transforming it using
the samecamerapositionandimageacquisitionparametersas forthe endfaceitself,
gives a lookup table for D in each pixel of the simulated image.
4.3 Additional experiments - 3D sawlogs
A furtherdevelopmentof the methodto produce3D synthetic images, i.e., synthetic
logs is shown here. This is performed by adding a third dimension to the previous
simulations. Muchis similar to the 2D end faces, but a few things must be modiﬁed.
The pith position, which is a point in the 2D case, is elongated throughout the third
dimension. To avoid a pith position constant throughout the log, low frequency
noise is added to vary the position. The distance used to simulate annual rings is
now computed from the elongated pith. By multiplying the distance with a thinning
factor, a log that tapers towards the top of the tree is created. This is taken into
account when computing the annual rings, and when determining the heartwood
size and the radius of the log.
Thelargestdifferenceinthesimulationis the modelfortheknots. Inthe 2Dcase
they were distributed on the end face by choosing a position and the knot size. In
3D, however, the knots at slightly different heights must of course match, therefore
it is notpossibleto placethem randomly. AndreuandRinnhofer(2003)modelknots
bya spline, buthere,forsimplicity,the knotsaremodeledas conesfromthe pithand
outwards. With this model three angles are needed to deﬁne each knot: the angle
distributingit aroundthecircumference(Θk inPaperI),ananglethatdeterminesthe
shape of the cone, and ﬁnally an angle that determines how the branch is positioned
inrelationtothestem growthdirection. Thenumberofknotsis set to Mk = 5forall
whorls. The whorls were placed repeatedly along the log. Examples of simulated
logs cut lengthwise are shown in Figure 20. The left and right logs have visible
heartwood.
In the 2D simulations, no relation between knot size and their distance to the
pith was taken into account. Since branches grow from the pith and outwards, the
size should be smaller towards the pith and largerfurther out towards the bark. This
will be the case in the 3D simulations, since a model is used where the branches are
simulated as cones. The 3D knot model is thus more realistic and should be used
also in the 2D case.
45Figure 20: Examples of cross sections of synthetic logs.
46Part II
Theory
47485 Image analysis
In this work many different image analysis methods were used, which was required
to solve the variety of tasks for the real data. This chapter describes a few basic
concepts, e.g., thresholding, smoothing, edge detection and mathematical morphol-
ogy, mostly illustrated here on end face images. Some of the methods are used in
this dissertation and others in similar applications. In this work mostly intensity
images are handled, thus they will be in focus. However, conversion from colour to
intensity must ﬁrst be performed.
5.1 Pixelwise operations
As mentioned in Section 3.1.3, a colour image consists of 3 colour channels, each
represented as an intensity image. Conversion from colour to intensity, I can there-
fore be performedby choosing one of the colourchannels as a representativeforthe
complete image. However, instead combining the different channels into one often
results in more image features being conserved after the conversion. There are sev-
eral ways to do the conversion. A common one is the Y-channel in the YIQ-space,
I = 0.2989  R + 0.5870  G + 0.1140  B, (3)
where R, G and B represents the red, green and blue colour channels, respectively.
This intensity image is related to the way humans interpret colours, with high sensi-
tivity in the green colour band (Sonka et al. (1999)). Another method is to take the
mean value of the colour channels,
I =
R + G + B
3
, (4)
which is equal to the V-channel in the HSV colour space (Gonzalez and Woods,
2002). Which conversion to use should be determined by the information in the
colour image and the application in mind.
The images used in this work were all captured in colour but were converted in
two different ways to intensity images. For all datasets except the NybyOnline set
Equation 4 was used, chosen by visual inspection. For the NybyOnline dataset, the
illumination was different compared to the other sets and the camera, PixeLINK,
was also quite different from the others. With this setup it turned out that the blue
colour channel had rather low intensity and at the same time was noisy. Therefore
this channel was ignored in the conversion from colour to intensity. A modiﬁed
version of Equation 3 was used, I = 0.2989  R + 0.5870  G.
5.1.1 Image histogram
Once the intensity image is acquired, either from imaging or, e.g., after conversion
from a colour image, its characteristics can be analyzed in various ways. One is by
using the image histogram, where pixels of equal intensities are binned together to
a one dimensional signal. The histogram can be used to analyze image brightness
and contrast and it can be a helpful tool in segmentation of the image into object
49and background. In Figure 21 the histogram for the green channel in the dandelion
image in Figure 6 is plotted. Here, each bin represents one intensity value, resulting
in a histogram with 256 bins. The shown histogram has a dominating peak corre-
sponding mostly to background, with values in the range of approximately 50 to
120. Pixels with higher intensities representing mostly the yellow ﬂower and green
straws, form a wider, lower peak in the histogram.
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Figure 21: Histogram for the green channel in Figure 6.
5.1.2 Thresholding
The shape of the histogram in Figure 21 suggests that the image can be divided into
object(ﬂower)andbackgroundusinggreencolourchannelintensity. By performing
thresholding, the image can be converted into a binary image, where 1 corresponds
to image pixels with intensity higher than the threshold T and 0 corresponds to
pixels with lower intensity,
IT(x,y) =
￿
0 if I(x,y) < T
1 otherwise. (5)
The threshold T can be chosen manually, automatically or semi-automatically.
Figure22showsthedandelionimageafterthresholdingthegreencolourchannel
using four different thresholds. The higher the threshold, the more of the image is
considered background. In Figure 22(b) thresholding is performed at T = 128,
which corresponds to a local minimum of the histogram, roughly separating dark
backgroundfromthebrightﬂower. However,afewstrawsarealsoconsideredobject
using this threshold.
Global thresholding is often not ideal for separating background and object in
this way. It is seldom possible to ﬁnd a threshold suitable for the entire image.
This is illustrated in Figure 23, with an intensity image showing a small part of the
50(a) T = 100 (b) T = 128
(c) T = 160 (d) T = 200
Figure 22: Results after thresholding the green colour channel in Figure 6 for dif-
ferent values of T.
end face in Figure 2, converted to intensity according to Equation 3. The original
image is shown together with the result after thresholding at T = 150, with the aim
to separate the dark latewood from the brighter earlywood. The result shows that a
globalthresholdis not suitable here, since the thresholdused is too highin the upper
left area and at the same time too low in the lower right area.
Global thresholding is used in several methods for detection of annual rings
in wood, e.g., in Wang (1998) for X-ray images of logs. Thresholding a small
part of the end face is performed in Chalifour et al. (2001), as a ﬁrst detection of
annual rings. Österberg (2009) concludes that global thresholding is not applicable
to separate earlywood from latewood on end face images for several reasons. One
is that the colour of both earlywood and latewood varies over the end face and even
within one speciﬁc ring, giving the same effect that was illustrated in Figure 23.
Another reason is that compression wood is often almost as dark as latewood, and
thus a complete annual ring with compression wood can be determined as latewood
by global thresholding.
51Figure 23: Intensity image (left) thresholded at T = 150 (right).
5.2 Operations on pixel neighbourhoods
In histograms and thresholding only the pixel intensity is taken into account, but
aside from intensity each pixel is also deﬁned by its spatial position in the image.
The position is referred to by the pixel’s column and row in the image; the x and
y coordinate, respectively. Adjacent pixels are called neighbours and a small area
around a pixel can be referred to as the pixel neighbourhood. For a pixel, p, the
4-neighbours are the pixels connected by an edge. By adding the pixels that are
connected by a vertex, the 8-neighbours are deﬁned. The 4- and 8-neighbours are
shown in Figure 24. The 8-neighbours are equal to the 3 × 3 neighbourhoodof p.
Figure 24: The 4-neighbours (left) and 8-neighbours (right) for a pixel p.
5.2.1 Filtering
Thespatialpositionprovidespossibilitiestoperformspatialﬁlteringofanimage. In
spatial ﬁltering, a local neighbourhood of a pixel is considered when mathematical
operationsare performed. The result of the ﬁlteringis determinedbythe ﬁlter mask.
To ﬁlter an image I with a mask w is to place the ﬁlter mask over each pixel of
the image and multiply it pixelwise with the pixels that are covered. The mask has
size m × n pixels where m and n are odd integers and the centre pixel of the mask
is the origin, which is placed over each image pixel. The result g of ﬁltering pixel
(x,y) is thus given by
g(x,y) =
a X
s=−a
b X
t=−b
w(s,t)   I(x + s,y + t), (6)
52Figure 25: An example of a 2D Gaussian function.
where a = (m − 1)/2, b = (n − 1)/2, and the centre pixel in w is denoted (0,0).
This procedure is called convolution and the ﬁlter mask is the convolution kernel
mirrored around its origin. The operation is only deﬁned where the entire ﬁlter ﬁts
inside the image, i.e., not at the image borders. Filtering can still be performed
there, if the image is enlarged, either by mirroring or copying the outermost rows
and columns. An image can also be padded by zeros or the mask can be modiﬁed at
the borders, including only elements which ﬁt inside the image.
A ﬁlter with constant values of w(s,t) computes a mean value of a local region.
By letting the sum of the weights be one, the intensity range of the image remains
approximatelyunchanged. However,the square shape of the ﬁlter introducessquare
artifacts in the ﬁltered image.
Another typical ﬁlter is the Gaussian ﬁlter, which is a Gaussian function sam-
pled on a grid. A 1D Gaussian function is given by
G(x) =
1
√
2π   σ
e−(x−µ)
2/2σ
2
, (7)
where µ is the mean value and σ the standard deviation, determining the position
and width of the function, respectively. The constant in front of the exponential
function sees to that the integral over x is equal to one. Similar to the case with the
mean ﬁlter, this controls the intensity range of the result. The ﬁlter mask size is best
determined by the values of the Gaussian function. If the function is not close to
zero at the ﬁlter mask borders, also this ﬁlter will introduce artifacts in the result.
A 2D Gaussian function with equal standard deviation in the two spatial di-
mensions is shown in Figure 25. The values of the function are plotted as heights.
Gaussian ﬁltering in 2D can be performed by two 1D functions, ﬁltering ﬁrst in one
dimension and then in the other. Since the Gaussian ﬁlter is separable in this way, it
is fast to compute.
53(a) Original image. (b) Result for σ = 1 (c) Result for σ = 2
Figure 26: Gaussian ﬁltering using different standard deviation σ.
The Gaussian ﬁlter smooths the image, thus reducing high spatial frequencies.
The degree of smoothing depends on the standard deviation: the larger the value,
the larger is the smoothing effect. This is illustrated in Figure 26, where the small
wood image is ﬁltered with two different Gaussian ﬁlters. The ﬁlter with the larger
standard deviation reduces more of the high frequencies. In Chalifour et al. (2001)
and Entacher et al. (2007) Gaussian ﬁltering was used as a preprocessing step to
remove noise before detecting the pith position and the annual rings.
Anotherapplication of spatial ﬁltering is to detect edges in images. One method
for edge detection is to estimate the gradient magnitude of each pixel, and threshold
the result. The gradient is an approximation of the derivative of the signal sampled
in the image pixels. The Sobel operator is a typical tool for computing the gradient,
which consists of two 3 × 3 ﬁlter masks that detect edges in the horizontal and
vertical coordinates, respectively. Each of these masks are shown in Figure 27.
(a) Mask for hori-
zontal edges
(b) Mask forvertical
edges
Figure 27: Filter masks for the Sobel operator.
Results after ﬁltering with the Sobel operator are shown in Figure 28 for a
sanded end face and an untreated end face. The two images are taken from the
same wood disc, but from different sides. This is a part of an end face from the
Forssjö set, which was sanded on one side, and completely untreated on the other
side. The images are taken from approximately the same region of the disc, but on
different sides. The original images are shown together with the computed answers
from the Sobel operator in the horizontal direction, and the result after thresholding
the gradient images at T = 30. By thresholding the gradient image in this way, the
edges can be detected.
54(a) Original image (b) Gradient magnitude (c) Thresholded gradient
(d) Original image (e) Gradient magnitude. (f) Thresholded gradient
Figure 28: Result after edge detection with the Sobel operatorfor a sanded end face
(upper) and an untreated end face (lower).
5.2.2 Local orientation
The region around a pixel can be categorized in different ways, depending on the
pixel intensities and the pattern they create. If the pixel intensities for a small part
of an image form a pattern that varies in one direction only, it is called simple. A
simple signal can be described as
f(x) = h(kT   x), (8)
where h is a function in one dimension, k is a 2D vector of unit length, and x =
[x1 x2]T, with x1 and x2 as the horizontaland vertical coordinate, respectively. The
signal f(x) = sin(kT   x) is plotted in Figure 29(a), where k = [0.86 0.51]T is the
orientationalong whichthe signal varies. The local orientationis markedwith a line
across the pattern. For the perpendicular direction, the pixel values are constant.
A small image of parallel annual rings is an image that is approximately simple
but corrupted with noise, which is illustrated in Figure 29(b). The orientation is
similar to the synthetic image. The signal is approximately constant in the direction
perpendicular to the local orientation. In this work the local orientation is used to
estimate the pith position in Paper V. The local orientation of annual rings have
been estimated using different techniques, e.g., with Quadrature ﬁlters (Granlund
and Knutsson, 1995) or Laplacian pyramids (Bigün, 1992), which was both used in
Paper V, or with the fast Fouriertransform(Cooley and Tukey, 1965)as in Hanning
et al. (2003) and Österberg (2009).
55(a) Simple image (b) Wood image
Figure 29: Example of a synthetic, simple image and an image with annual rings
which can be approximated as a simple image. The line across the synthetic pattern
is the local orientation.
5.2.3 Binary mathematical morphology
Another family of operations regarding spatial relations between pixels is mathe-
matical morphology,where set operations are applied to images (Serra, 1982). Two
basic operations are dilation and erosion. Dilation is deﬁned as an intersection be-
tween two sets
δB(X) = {x|( ˆ B)x ∩ X  = 0}, (9)
where ˆ B denotes the reﬂection of B in its origin and ( )x is the translation by a
vector x. Thus, δB(X) is the set of all pixels such that X and the reﬂection of B
overlap in at least one pixel when B is shifted over the image. The set B is the
structuring element (SE), which is often a small set of only a few pixels. If the SE is
symmetric around its origin, B = ˆ B. Dilation expands a set, while erosion shrinks
it. Erosion is deﬁned as
εB(X) = {x|(B)x ⊆ X}, (10)
which is the set of all pixels so that B is contained in X.
The result of the morphologicaloperationdepends on the shape of the SE which
is illustrated in Figure 30. The sets are shown as black pixels. The upper image
shows the original set and under it three different structuring elements (a square, a
line, and a cross) are shown together with the results after dilation. The origins of
the SEs are shown as dots in the centres of them. Dilation with all these SEs ﬁll
holes in the letters B and A and at the same time expand the letters to larger objects
with different outer shape.
By applying dilation followed by erosion using the same SE closing is per-
formed. With this operation small holes in a set are ﬁlled. In the same manner
erosioncanbefollowedbydilation,calledopening,withtheresultthatsmall objects
are removed. An example of closing is illustrated in Figure 31. This is the result
after performing dilation followed by erosion on the original image seen uppermost
56Figure30: Dilationofa set (uppermostimage)usingthreedifferentSEs (left)giving
three different results (right).
57Figure 31: Closing performedon the uppermost set in Figure 30 using the cross SE.
in Figure 30, using the cross SE. The difference between closing and dilation (bot-
tom row in Figure 30) is that the holes are still ﬁlled, but the size of the object has
shrunk again, and the outer contour is more similar to the original set.
Binary morphologicalclosing is used in Wang (1998)to improvethe result after
detecting annual rings by thresholding X-ray images of logs. Mathematical mor-
phology can also be performed on intensity images, which will not be described
here, but was used by Soille and Misson (2001) to measure annual ring area in
prepared end faces acquired using a microscope.
By letting the SE vary in shape and size with the spatial coordinates of the
image, spatially variant mathematical morphology is performed. In Heijmans and
Ronse (1990) polar coordinates are used to change the size of the SE according
to the radial coordinate. The SE can also be adapted to the image data, e.g., for
connecting broken edges (Shih and Cheng, 2004).
586 Distance transforms
A distance transformation changes an image, binary or grey scale, into a distance
transform or distance map. There, each pixel value corresponds to the distance
from the pixel to the object from which the distance was computed. There are
several ways to deﬁne distance in an image, using different metrics, and the choice
dependsontheapplicationinmind. Inthischapterdistancetransformsaredescribed
including the polar distance transform which was ﬁrst introduced in Paper II and
used also in Paper III and Paper IV. The polar distance transform is an important
tool for outlining annual rings in this work.
In image analysis distance is often computed by propagating distance values
through the image. This can be performed using several methods with different
results. Ideally, a distance transform should be rotationally invariant, so that the
rotation of the grid affects the result as little as possible. Different techniques and
metrics gives more or less rotational variance. Here, two algorithms for computing
the distance transform are described: chamfering and fast marching. The polar
distance transform was computed using both of them.
By taking pixel intensities into account in the computations the distance is grey
weighted. Then distance between pixels at speciﬁc positions can be different de-
pendingon the intensities in the image. The grey weighted polar distance transform
is also computed in this work using both chamfering and fast marching.
6.1 Computations using chamfering
In chamferinga pathbased distanceis computed,thus the distancebetweentwo pix-
els is deﬁned by the shortest path between them. The path is built up by a sequence
of steps, each taken in a local neighbourhood. If a path between the pixels p and q
is given by P =  p = p0,p1,p2,...,pn = q  then the cost is deﬁned as the sum of
the distances for each step, C(P) = d(p0,p1)+d(p1,p2)+...+d(pn−1,pn). The
total distance is deﬁned by the path that gives the lowest cost, thus
d(p,q) = min
P∈Π
C(P), (11)
where Π is the set of all paths between p and q. The distance between two neigh-
bouringpixelsis deﬁnedby thelengthof thestep, a weight, thus a weighteddistance
is computed (Borgefors, 1986). Different weights can be used for different types of
neighbours, e.g., edge neighbours and vertex neighbours.
Examplesofmaskswithweightsintwodifferentneighbourhoodsizes areshown
in Figure 32. The letters denote the different types of steps that occur, i.e., steps to
edge neighbours (type a), vertex neighbours (type b), and knight neighbours (type
c). The empty positions in the larger neighbourhood correspond to pixels that can
be reached from two shorter steps of the same kind, and are therefore redundant.
It was shown by Rosenfeld and Pfaltz (1966) that a path based distance can be
computed using sequential operations and that two raster scans over the image is
enough. Initially, the distance is set to zero for the pixels that belong to the object
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Figure 32: Masks for computation of the weighted distance for 3 × 3 and 5 × 5
neighbourhoods. The thick lines indicate where the masks are split in chamfering.
The origin is in the centre of each mask and is included in both parts.
fromwhichthedistanceiscomputed,andtoinﬁnityforthepixelsinthebackground.
The imageis scannedfromthe upperleft cornerusingthe upperleft partof the mask
(forward scan) followed by a scan from the lower right corner using the lower right
part of the mask (backward scan). This is called chamfering. The thick lines in
Figure 32 marks where the masks are divided into upper and lower part, with the
centre element included in both parts.
An illustration of a forward scan using a 3 × 3 mask is shown in Figure 33.
Only the upper left part of the mask is shown, which is the part considered in the
forward scan. The mask origin is marked with a dot. The grey part of the image
marks visited pixels, so far. The computations are only valid where the entire mask
ﬁts inside the image. Computations for other pixels can either be ignored and set to
inﬁnity, or the image can be padded with extra rows and columns so that the mask
can ﬁt inside the original image. In Figure 33, border pixels are ignored.
The distance for a pixel, p, is computed by propagatingdistance values from the
neighbouringpixels in the distance map, D addingthe weight forthe local step. The
result with the lowest value is the distance in p,
D(p) = min
v∈upper
(D(p + v) + w(v)), (12)
where v is a vector from p to a pixel in the mask and w(v) is the corresponding
weight in the mask. After this scan, low distance values have been propagatedfrom
the upper left part of the image. To compute the ﬁnal result the backward scan must
be performed,
D(p) = min
v∈lower
(D(p + v) + w(v)). (13)
The size of the mask together with the weights, determine the path based dis-
tance, and thus the degree of rotational invariance. The result often improves with a
larger mask, but results can be fair even with a small neighbourhood if the weights
are chosen properly. Borgefors (1986) recommended the integer weights a = 3,
b = 4, in the 3 × 3 neighbourhood. Examples of three different sets of weights
that have different properties when it comes to rotational invariance are shown in
Figure 34. The weights a = 1, b = 1 results in the so called chessboard distance,
and a = 1, b = ∞ (i.e., the vertex neighbours are not used) results in the cityblock
distance.
60Since the computeddistance is path based, i.e., propagatedfrompixelto pixel, it
is possible to keep track of which neighbour propagates a distance value to a pixel.
A path from the object to a pixelcan thereforebe determinedfrom all the local steps
on the way. Often, several paths have equal cost, and no unique path exists. Instead,
there are several shortest paths.
6.1.1 Grey weighted distance
In grey weighted distance, pixel intensity is taken into account in distance compu-
tations. It was ﬁrst presented in Rutovitz (1968), where the distance is deﬁned as
the sum of the intensity values of the pixels along a path. No weights were used for
propagating the distance values, only image intensity is taken into account.
Levi and Montanari (1970) presented a version of the grey-weighted distance
transform (GWDT) in which the length of the arc connectingtwo pixels is weighted
with the mean of the intensity values of the two pixels in the step,
c(p,q) =
g(p) + g(q)
2
  d(p,q), (14)
where g(p) is the intensity value in pixel p and c(p,q) is the total cost for the local
step. Paths along low intensities will have low cost compared to paths covering
pixels with high intensities. Levi and Montanari (1970) also concluded that two
scans are not enough for these computations, thus iterations must continue until the
distance map has converged.
Anotherapproach was taken by Toivanen (1996) in the weighted distance trans-
form on curved spaces (WDTOCS), where the difference in grey values between
two pixels in a step is added to the length of the step. This method thus prefers
paths where the intensity is constant. A scaling parameter is included to determine
to whet extent the image intensities inﬂuence the distance.
Fouard and Gedda (2006) concluded that the main difference in appearance be-
tween GWDT and WDTOCS are that the ﬁrst one smoothes the cost function,while
the latter rather enhances the differences. The fact that the WDTOCS adds the in-
tensity to the distance also makes it more sensitive to scaling of the cost image.
6.2 Computations using fast marching
Another method for distance computations is the fast marching method, where a
solution to the Eikonal equation is approximatedin each pixel (Sethian, 1999). Dis-
tance is propagated outwards a wave front from a set of pixels. The speed of the
propagationis determined by a speed function, F and the distance can be measured
as the arrival time, T when the wave front reaches the pixel. The arrival time and
speed function are related through the Eikonal equation, |∇T|F = 1, or
￿
∂T(a,b)
∂x
￿2
+
￿
∂T(a,b)
∂y
￿2
=
1
F(a,b)2, (15)
for a point (a,b). With a constant value of F = 1 the distance is computed on a
constant cost image, taking only the spatial positions of the pixels into account.
61Figure 33: Illustration of the forward scan in chamfering. Grey pixels mark the
positions where the mask has already been placed. The mask is shown in yellow.
(a) a = 1, b = 1 (b) a = 1, b = ∞ (c) a = 3, b = 4
Figure34: Distancemapsshownasintensityimageswithsuperimposedlevelcurves
for three different sets of weights. The distance is computedfrom the centre of each
image (+).
Figure 35: An example of labels of
the pixels in fast marching: frozen
(dark), narrow(grey),and far (white).
Figure 36: A distance map shown as
an intensityimagewith superimposed
level curves. The distance is com-
puted from the image centre (+).
62The front propagates from small distance values to larger, updating the new
distance values by approximating the solution of the Eikonal equation in each point
with approximationsof local derivatives. With this method informationfrom one or
more pixels are combined when propagating the distance.
Initially, all pixels in the object from which the distance is computed is set to
zeroandmarkedas frozen. Frozenpixelsaresetandcannotbechangedinthefurther
computations. In the next step the pixels closest to the frozen ones are considered.
This is the narrow band, and consists of all pixels that are possible for updating,
i.e., all pixels neighbouring the frozen pixels. All other pixels are far away and are
therefore not considered at the moment. For each of the narrow pixels a distance
value is computed using the frozen pixels. The narrow pixel with the lowest value
(shortest distance) is the next pixel to which the front will propagate, and this pixel
is moved to the frozen set. Now, the narrow pixels need to be updated to include
neighbouringpixels also to the last frozen pixel and distances must be updated. The
narrow pixel with the lowest value is again frozen and the narrow band is updated.
Computations are iterated like this, and ﬁnished when all pixels are frozen.
Intheoriginalmethodthe 4-neighboursofeach pixelare consideredforpossible
updating, which results in large errors along the diagonal directions (Bærentzen,
2001). In Hassouna and Farag (2007) the error is reduced by taking into account
the 8-neighbours of each pixel, i.e., diagonal neighbours. An illustration of frozen,
narrow, and far pixels is shown in Figure 35 using 8-neighbours for approximating
the derivatives. A distancemap computedusingfast marchingis shownin Figure 36
where the distance is computed from the centre of the image.
6.2.1 Grey weighted distance
To compute the grey weighted distance with fast marching requires no modiﬁcation
of the method. By letting the speed function, F in Equation 15 vary in the image,
the speed of the wave front propagation will also vary. Here we will denote by
cost function, the inverse of the speed function. In this way, the cost have similar
effect on the distance as the intensity image in the grey weighted distance using
chamfering. A high value of the cost function will thus give a large value of |∇T|
in the Eikonal equation, meaning the arrival time changes a lot between two points,
i.e., the wave is propagating slowly. Pixels with low intensities in the cost image
will be pixels where the wave front propagates fast and high cost will result in slow
propagation.
An application for grey weighted distance transform is shown in Figure 37,
where an area of rot has been segmented. Here, the cost image is computed as
c(x,y) = (IS(x,y) − 110)2, where IS is the original intensity image smoothed
with a Gaussian ﬁlter of standard deviation 2. In the cost image, the rot area has low
intensity values and thus low cost. The distance is computed from the +, which is
manually placed in the approximate centre of the area. By thresholding the image
at T = 15, the boundary of the region is determined.
63Figure37: Original image(left)and the cost imagewith segmentedrot area outlined
in red (right). The pixel from which the distance was computed is marked with +.
6.3 The polar distance transform
Whencomputingdistancewith the weighteddistancetransformorthefast marching
method on a constant cost image, the shortest distance between two pixels is an
approximation of a straight line. However, in some cases other paths are preferred.
With the polar distance transform (PDT) presented in Paper II, the shortest distance
between two pixels is inﬂuenced by their positions compared to an image origin.
For two pixels on the same distance from the origin the shortest path between them
is deﬁned as a segment of a circle, with the centre of the circle in the image origin.
The angle, θ and radius, r can be computed in polar coordinates for each pixel and
by letting the cost for a step depend on the change in radius and angle, the distance
can be forced to propagate faster in, e.g., the angular direction than in the radial.
6.3.1 Computations using chamfering
In Paper II the PDT was computed using chamfering. The total weight for a step
from pixel p to pixel p + v is given by
w(p,v) =
p
(wr   ∆r(p,v))2 + (wθ   ∆θ(p,v))2, (16)
where wr and wθ are weights assigned to the radial and the angular components of
the steps, respectively, and ∆r(p,v) and ∆θ(p,v) are the changes is r and θ for
the step from p to p + v. The weights in the mask differ for all pixels, since they
dependonthepixel’spositionintheimage. InPaperII thePDTwas computedusing
chamfering with masks of size 5 × 5 pixels due to improved results for rotational
invariance compared to the 3 × 3 neighbourhood. For the polar distance transform,
the complete 5 × 5 mask must be taken into account in the computations, since
it cannot be assumed that the weights in certain positions are redundant, as in the
weighted distance transform described in Section 6.1.
64Thechoiceoftheweightswr andwθ determineshowstepsintheradialdirection
are punished compared to steps in the angular direction. In a digital image, the
radius is measured in pixels, and along a few directions it is possible to take steps
completely along the radial directions, e.g., on the horizontal or vertical axes, one
step towards or away from the origin. For such a step ∆r(p,v) = 1 and ∆θ = 0,
thus w = wr. By letting wr = 1 a step changing the radial component with one
pixel, will have weight 1. Furthermore, another step having ∆r(p,v) = 0 would
give a total weight w = wθ   ∆θ. For equal propagation in radial and angular
direction, this total weight should also be 1, however ∆θ for a step depends on the
radius. By comparing this with the length of a circular segment, given by s = r   θ,
setting s = 1, the total weight for this step can be seen as the length of a circular
segment, where wθ is the radius. For equal weights in the two directions weights
wr = 1 and wθ = r can be used. By increasing wr (or descreasing wθ) propagation
in the radial direction is punished compared to the angular.
Examples of masks are shown in Figure 38 for a few different weights. The
pixel p is positioned at r = 100 and θ = π/6. Weights wr = 1 and wθ = 100
yields a mask which is rather symmetric around the pixel p, and thus propagation
is similar in all directions. For higher values of wr the propagation along the radial
direction is more expensive, which is illustrated in Figure 38(b) and Figure 38(c).
Each step will, however, also change the radial component. Due to this all weights
are affected when wr is increased.
The result after computing the PDT for a few different set of weights are il-
lustrated in Figure 39. The distance maps are plotted as intensity images together
with level curves to visualize the result. Weights wr = 1, wθ = R, where R is
the radius for the pixel from which the distance is computed, correspond to similar
propagation in all directions. When wr is larger, propagation to pixels where the
radius is changing is more expensive than propagation where the angle is changing,
thus the distance propagates faster along the constant radius. This effect is larger
for larger wr. The position of the object compared to the origin is equal to the pixel
considered in Figure 38, i.e., r = 100 and θ = π/6.
The PDT can also be computed as a grey weighted polar distance transform
(GWPDT) as was described in Paper II, where grey weighted distance was com-
puted using a 5 × 5 mask. With a 5 × 5 neighbourhood, Equation 14 must be
modiﬁed slightly so that not only the intensity values forpixel p and q are taken into
account, but also the intensity for other pixels covered in the step. Otherwise there
is a risk that pixels with high intensities are covered in the step, although the cost
is not taken into account, e.g., if a knight step is taken. This was also concluded by
Ikonen (2006). In Paper II the cost for each step longer than one pixel was taken as
the mean value of the intensities in all covered pixels, and the inﬂuence from each
pixel was weighted by the length of the step covering it.
6.3.2 Computations using fast marching
In Paper III the fast marching method was used to compute the polar distance trans-
form. A local coordinate system with unit vectors v1 and v2, corresponding to the
radial and angular direction respectively, is placed in the considered pixel. Multiple
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Figure38: Masks fordifferentsets ofweightsfora pixelwith r = 100andθ = π/6.
stencils are used to approximate the solution (Hassouna and Farag, 2007), i.e., the
8-neighbours are taken into account. A weighted version of the Eikonal equation
was used
￿
1
c1
Dv1T(a,b)
￿2
+
￿
1
c2
Dv2T(a,b)
￿2
=
1
F(a,b)2, (17)
where c1 and c2 are weights correspondingto the directions v1 and v2, respectively
andDv1 denotestheapproximationofthe derivativealongvectorv1. Thegeometry
is illustrated in Figure 40.
When computing the PDT with fast marching, equal weights c1 and c2 gives
similar propagationin the radial and angulardirections. By increasing the weight in
the radial direction, c1, propagation in that direction is punished and thus slower.
The results after computations with a few different weights are shown in Fig-
ure 41 where the distance maps are shown together with level curves. The level
curves are plotted at the same levels as the distance maps in Figure 39. With the fast
marching method, only the 3 × 3 neighbourhood is taken into account, which is a
difference compared to the chamfering computations.
66(a) wr = 1, wθ = R (b) wr = 2, wθ = R (c) wr = 5, wθ = R
Figure 39: Distance maps for a few differentweights computedby chamfering. The
distance maps are shown in greyscale togetherwith level curves. The image origins
are marked (×) as well as the object from which the distances were computed (+).
θ
θ = 0
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p v1
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Figure 40: The geometry for the polar distance transform on a digital grid. A local
Cartesian coordinate system is placed in the pixel p. The black points represent the
8-neighbours of p.
(a) c1 = 1, c2 = 1 (b) c1 = 2, c2 = 1 (c) c1 = 5, c2 = 1
Figure 41: Distance maps for a few different weights computed by fast marching.
The distance maps are shown in grey scale together with level curves. The image
origins are marked (×) as well as the object from which the distances were com-
puted (+).
67(a) wr = 1, wθ = R. (b) wr = 2, wθ = R.
Figure 42: The grey weighted polar distance transform applied to an image with
annualring pattern. The cost image is shown togetherwith the origin (×), the object
from which the distance was computed (line) and the shortest path from a pixel in
the image to the nearest pixel in the object (black).
6.4 Applications using the polar distance transform
The GWPDT computed with chamfering can be used for outlining annual rings,
as was illustrated in Paper II. The effect of different weights in this application is
shown in Figure 42, where the GWPDT was applied to a cost image with an annual
ring pattern. The distance is computed from the horizontal line, with image origin
in the pith. The shortest path from a pixel in the image to the object is shown as
a black path. Results are shown for two different set of weights. With the weights
punishing change in radial direction the result is that the shortest path keep to an
approximately circular path that also have a low cost, i.e., the latewood region of an
annual ring.
Another application is shown in Figure 43, where the GWPDT was computed
from the horizontal line, similar to the previous example using both chamfering
and fast marching. The cost image is the end face image shown, and level curves
for the computed distances are plotted in red. The distance was examined for both
transforms along the diagonal white line. The distance values along these lines are
plotted in Figure 44 for the original (cost) image, the result after fast marching and
the result after chamfering. The signals have been scaled to ﬁt in the same plot
without overlapping. The GWPDT using both chamferingand fast marchingresults
in signals that are smoother compared to the original. GWPDT using chamfering
has been used as an important step towards counting the number of annual rings in
Paper VI and Paper VII.
68(a) Computations using chamfering with
weights wr = 5/R and wθ = 1.
(b) Computations using fast marching
with weights c1 = 5 and c2 = 1/R.
Figure 43: GWPDT applied to an image with annual ring pattern. The cost image
is shown together with the origin (×) and the object from which the GWPDT was
computed (horizontal line). The distance is shown with red level curves. The white
lines marks the pixels for which the distance is analyzed further in Figure 44.
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Figure 44: Signals examined along the white lines in Figure 43 for the cost image
(black), after fast marching (grey) and after chamfering (light grey).
69(a) wr = 1, wθ = R (b) wr = 2, wθ = R (c) wr = 5, wθ = R (d) wr = 10, wθ = R
Figure 45: Structuring elements for different weights shown for three different
thresholds for each combination of weights. The × marks the origin. See text
for further description.
6.4.1 Binary mathematical morphology using distance transforms
Mathematicalmorphologycanbeperformedusingdistancetransforms(Soille(1999)).
Erosion and dilation of the set A by thresholding a distance map are deﬁned as
εT
D(X) = {x ∈ X | D(x) > T}, (18)
δT
D(X) = (ε(XC))C, (19)
respectively, where T is the threshold, XC denotes the complement of the set X
and D is a distance transform
D(x) = min
y∈XC d(x,y). (20)
For a weighted distance transform, the weights deﬁne the shape of the SE. Comput-
ing the weighted distance transform using weights a = 1 and b = ∞, according to
the notation in Figure 32 and thresholding the distance map at T = 1, would give
the same result as in Figure 30 for the cross shaped structuring element. Morphol-
ogy computed from a distance transform has been used by Tsui (1996) to perform
curve thickening of detected annual ring segments in CT images of wood.
By using the PDT in morphology, the shape of the SE will vary over the image,
i.e., spatially variant morphology can be performed. In Paper IV it was shown that
thePDT is ametric andthereforecanbe usedtocomputedilationanderosion. Since
the distance propagates differently according to the spatial positions in the image,
the SEs will differ, depending on the pixel position. By choosing different weights
it is also possible to inﬂuence the shape of the SE. Figure 45 shows SEs for differ-
ent weights at three different thresholds for each set of weights. For each image,
one set of weights is used. The structuring elements are shown at three different
radii from the origin. For each image, three different thresholds are performed with
the resulting SEs in different colours (white, grey, and black). An application was
shown in Paper IV, where detected segments of annual rings could be connected by
performing dilation with the PDT.
70Part III
Applications
71727 Preprocessing
An important part of image analysis is preprocessing. This can include noise reduc-
tion, contrast enhancement, or other methods that enhance the interesting features
in the image. In this chapter the preprocessing required before analysing the end
face images is described, including determination of pixel size for all datasets. For
convenience, due to the large number of data, an automatic method for cropping
the images in the NybyOnline dataset has been developed. The method has previ-
ously not been presented, but it has been used for this dataset. The preprocessing
also includes an automatic methodto reduce marks from unevensawing, which was
presented in Paper VII. This method can be applied to any end face image.
7.1 Determining pixel size
When computing the number of annual rings on end faces as a grading feature, the
measurement area is deﬁned as a region of speciﬁc size, as described in Section 2.4.
To know what this size correspond to in the image, the pixel size must be known.
This has been computed in two different ways in this work, depending on how the
end faces were imaged.
7.1.1 Images from the Nikon and Canon cameras
For all datasets acquired using the Nikon or Canon cameras, a small reference was
imaged along with every end face, as described in Section 3.2. The true size of
the reference and the number of pixels it covers in the image are used to determine
the pixel size for the entire image. This simple method assumes that the end face
and reference are positioned at equal distance from the camera and that each pixel
covers a square on the end face, i.e., there is no perspective distortion. This is not
always quite the case, but the method is easy to use and gives an estimation of the
pixel size.
Measuringthereferencesizeintheimageisperformedwithmanualinput. How-
ever, marking exact corners of the reference is difﬁcult, and sometimes one corner
is occluded. Instead the user marks two points on each side of the reference, i.e.,
eight points in total. By drawing straight lines through the points on each side, the
reference is outlined. The intersections between the lines are the estimated corner
points. The distance between the corners is compared to the true size of the refer-
ence, which is 53 × 30 mm. Pixel size is computed as the ratio between the size in
mm and pixels.
A small part of an image from the Heby2006 set is shown in Figure 46, with
the outlined reference. The measures are listed in Table 5, starting with the left side,
goingcounterclockwise. Differentsides of the referencegive slightly differentpixel
size. The reason can be both that the reference is rotated compared to image plane
so that perspective distortion occurs, and that the reference it is not completely ﬂat.
The pixel size is chosen as the lowest value of the four sizes computed, since it is
assumed to be least affected by such perturbations.
73Figure 46: The reference object for an image in the Heby2006 set. The line inter-
sections are the estimated corner positions.
Table 5: Measures for the reference in Figure 46.
length length pixel size
[mm] [pixels] [mm/pixel]
30 99.7 0.30
53 170.5 0.31
30 99.4 0.30
53 169.2 0.31
7.1.2 Images from the PixeLINK camera
The second method to determine pixel size was used for the NybyOnlinedataset. In
this case the camera position is ﬁxed for all images, imaging end faces at approxi-
mately the same position. Therefore, pixel size can be determined once and applied
to all images. In this camera setup, the end faces are not imaged exactly from the
front, but slightly from above, meaning that the end face is rotated compared to the
image plane and perspective distortion occurs. Hence, the pixel size is not constant
over the image. It is assumed in this model that each end face is positioned at the
same place when imaged and that the end face is a ﬂat and vertical surface, rotated
around the horizontal axis compared to the image plane.
To compute the pixel size on the entire image a few parameters must be known:
the distance between camera and object , the rotation of the object compared to the
image plane, and the focal length of the camera lens. These parameters were esti-
mated here according to (Tsai, 1986) using a few reference objects. The calibration
method also includes parameters related to lens distortion, however these were not
estimated here, since they are assumed to have a small inﬂuence on the imaging
compared to other disturbances. The rough environment with a shaking conveyor
together with end faces that are neither still nor perfectly vertical, are assumed to
create larger errors than lens distortion.
74Figure 47: Reference R(4,6) in original (left) and imaged when nailed onto a
log(right).
The calibration is performed by imaging a set of reference objects with known
calibrationpoints, which are thenrelated to the correspondingpoints in the acquired
images. Three different references were used; one large with 8 × 12 black squares
denoted R(8,12), and two smaller with 6× 8 and 4 ×6 squares, denoted R(6,8), and
R(4,6), respectively. These were printed on paper, laminated, and glued onto card-
board. For the large reference the calibration points cover an area of 225×309 mm
and for the smaller references 158×214 mm and 169×259 mm, respectively. The
references were imaged while held still at the approximate imaging position for the
end faces. Reference R(4,6) was also imaged as it was nailed onto a log and run on
the conveyor. This reference and the acquired image is shown in Figure 47.
In camera calibration, image coordinates, X = (X1,X2) are related to real
world coordinates, xw = (xw
1 ,xw
2 ,xw
3 ), via the camera coordinate system x =
(x1,x2,x3). A pinhole camera is assumed, with the coordinatesystem placed in the
centre and the optical axis along ˆ x3. The real world coordinates are transformed to
camera coordinates through a rotation followed by a translation
x = Rxw + T, (21)
where R is a 3 × 3 rotation matrix and T = (T1,T2,T3) is the translation along
the different coordinate axes. The references are 2D objects with xw
3 = 0 and xw
1
and xw
2 given in mm with the origin in the reference centres. An illustration of the
coordinate systems is shown in Figure 48.
The conversion from camera to image coordinates is determined by the focal
length, f, and the distance between the pixel centres in the camera sensor, d,
￿
X1
X2
￿
=
f
d   x3
￿
x1
x2
￿
, (22)
here d = 3.5 10−3 mm (Anon. PixeLINK , 2004). The translation T differs slightly
between the imaged references, as does the rotation around all axes. Ideally, for the
75Figure 48: The camera coordinate system x and the real world coordinate system
xw in a schematic view of the NybyOnline camera setup.
end face images there will be no rotation around ˆ x1 and ˆ x3. The rotation around
ˆ x2 and the translation T3 will be constant, determined by the end face position in
relation to the camera.
The calibration interest points are the corners of the black squares. These po-
sitions are known for the reference objects, but must be extracted from the images.
Manual marking is demanding, tedious, and possibly error prone, therefore a semi-
automatic method was developed and used. In this method the edges of the squares
are used to determine approximate positions of the corners. Once the corner points
are estimated, the result is reﬁned by ﬁtting straight lines to each row and column of
the detected corners. The position of the square pattern is required in the extraction
of interest points, therefore the user must identify the upperand lower, left and right
squares initially.
The corner points are estimated for one black square at a time, thus squares
must be detected and labelled. The square detection was performed by smoothing
the image with a Gaussian ﬁlter with standard deviation 2 to reduce noise and then
performglobalthresholding,with thresholdsbetween0.09and 0.16forthe different
images. After thresholding, all black regions were labelled. This procedure labels
most of the black squares as well as the dark background and a few other regions.
A manual removal of the erroneous labels was performed after which each label
can be assumed to correspond to a square. The edges between white background
and black squares are detected with Canny edge detection (Canny, 1986), using
upper thresholds between 0.1 and 0.25, and lower thresholds as 40% of the upper
ones. The parameters for edge detection and thresholding vary slightly between the
different images. Suitable parameters were determined by visual inspection. The
resultafterlabellingandedgedetectionfortheimagedreferenceR(6,8) areshownin
Figure 49(a) and (b), respectively. The upper right part of the reference is reﬂecting
incoming sunlight, causing difﬁculties both for labelling and edge detection. The
edge detection is shown only for this part of the reference.
76(a) Labelled image (b) Detected edges for the upper right part of
the reference.
(c) Straight lines ﬁtted to the approximate cor-
ners.
(d) Final interest points (×) for the upper right
part of the reference.
Figure 49: Different steps in the procedure of extracting interest points from refer-
ence R(6,8).
77For each labelled square, four lines are ﬁtted to the detected edge pixels. The
approximate directions of the lines are known due to the known positions of the
upper and lower, left and right squares, initially given by the user. The intersections
between the lines are used as a ﬁrst corner approximation. When all labels are
visited the user must remove corner estimates that are clearly erroneous.
The performed corner estimation is sensitive to noise. To improve the result,
straight lines are ﬁtted to each row and column of detected corners in the image.
The line intersections are the ﬁnal detectedinterest points. This results in all corners
being detected, which is not the case for the ﬁrst approximate corner estimation.
The ﬁtted lines and the extracted interest points are shown in Figure 49(c) and (d),
respectively.
The different reference objects were imaged at slightly different positions with
different rotations compared to the image plane. However, the camera focal length
is constant and is therefore estimated by least squares ﬁtting of the results for the
different reference images, resulting in f = 18.0 mm.
To compute the pixel size for all end face images, their approximate translation
T3 and rotation around ˆ x2 must be known. These are estimated from the reference
that was imaged when nailed onto a log. This image is assumed to have the most
similar position and rotation compared to real end faces. The estimated translation
was T3 = 1965 mm and rotation is −0.39 rad or −22.1 degrees. It is assumed
that no other translation or rotation is present in the end face images. These param-
eters give a pixel width of 0.38 mm at the centre row of the image and 0.36 mm
and 0.41 mm in the top and bottom, respectively. The pixel height is computed to
0.38 mm. This means that the pixels, although being quadratic in the image, does
not cover quadratic regions on the end face.
To visualize the effect of this transformation, two synthetic patterns are shown
in Figure 50 together with the result after applying the estimated distortions. The
thin circles are superimposed on the circular patterns as a reference for easier com-
parison. The circular pattern is shown to illustrate the effect on annual rings. The
largest visible effect occurs above and below the image centre, in the areas where
the rings are almost horizontal. The perspective distortion compresses the object in
height, meaning that when rings are narrower it will be difﬁcult to resolve them.
The correct measurement area can now be computed by determining the real
world coordinates foreach pixel, using Equation 21 and 22. The Euclidean distance
from each coordinate to the real world pith position is computed in mm and stored
as a distance map. This information is then used to determine the interesting region
for annual ring measurements, i.e., the region with distance 20 to 80 mm from the
pith.
78Figure 50: The effect of the estimated perspective distortion for the NybyOn-
line dataset, illustrated with two synthetic patterns (left) and the distorted versions
(right). The thin circles are superimposed on the circular pattern for easier compar-
ison of the images.
7.2 Automatic cropping
In the NybyOnline images a large amount of the content is background. The back-
ground is not interesting for the analysis of the end face features, thus reducing it,
makingtheimages smaller, will speed upcomputations. Due to similarpropertiesin
all images, it is possible to perform automatic cropping. The end face is completely
included in a square region, the bounding box limited by the coordinates (x1,y1),
for the upper left corner and (x2,y2), for the lower right corner. The aim is to au-
tomatically determine estimates (ˆ x1, ˆ y1) and (ˆ x2, ˆ y2) for the bounding box corners
to perform cropping of the image, removing as much as possible of the background
while keeping the entire end face.
The cropping is performed on an intensity image, I computed from a modi-
ﬁed version of Equation 3, as discussed in Section 5.1. The end faces are rather
79bright and the background is mainly dark, which implies that the end faces can be
detected by thresholding the intensity. However, bright regions of the background
exist, making this procedure insufﬁcient. The bright regions originate mainly from
three sources:
• A curtain of black plastic stripes is hanging behind the log. In some cases
light is reﬂected in the curtain, creating a bright area in upper part of the
image. This is mainly the case for small end faces, since larger ones occlude
the curtain.
• A small part of the conveyoris visible below the end face. The conveyorbelt
consists of wooden planks lengthways and crossing transporters. The trans-
porters are dark but the planks have similar colour as the end faces, resulting
in one or two bright objects in the lower part of the image. The visibility of
the planks in the images depends on if they are occluded by a transporter or
not.
• The end faces are imaged slightly from above, as discussed in Section 3.2.6,
meaning that parts of the log envelope surface are visible in the image. De-
pending on bark coverage and log brightness this can produce a bright area
just above the end face in the image.
An example of a typical image I is shown in Figure 51. Note that both the curtain
and the conveyorbelt planks are visible as bright objects in the image.
The estimation of the corners (x1,y1) and (x2,y2) is performed in two steps:
ﬁrst for the vertical coordinate y and then for the horizontal coordinate x. The ver-
tical cropping removes the curtain and conveyor, making the horizontal cropping
straightforward. The possibly bright area created from the log envelope surface is
not handled speciﬁcally here, but is assumed to inﬂuence the size of the bounding
box only to a small extent. A lower limit for end face size is required for the auto-
matic cropping to perform well. Here it is chosen as Λ = 300, corresponding to a
bounding box of approximately 15 × 15 cm.
7.2.1 Vertical cropping
The vertical boundaries, y1 and y2 are estimated by examining the image row-wise.
The mean value for each image row is determined,
µx(j) =
1
M
M X
i=1
I(i,j), (23)
where M is the number of columns in the image. A smoothed version ¯ µx of the
mean value is computed using a mean ﬁlter of length 2   w + 1, with w = 25.
To handle ﬁltering at signal boundaries, the w ﬁrst and last values of µx are mir-
rored in the ﬁrst and last index, respectively, and the original part of the signal is
ﬁltered. Finally, the differencesignal is computedapproximatingthe derivative,i.e.,
∆¯ µx(j) = ¯ µx(j + 1) − ¯ µx(j) for j = 1,2,...N − 1, where N is the number of
rows in the image.
80The global maximum in ∆¯ µx corresponds to the largest increase of intensity
betweentwo pixelrows. In mostimages thelargestincrease appearsat thetransition
from background to end face, but in rare cases also the conveyor belt cause a large
derivative. To detect the transition between background and end face the maximum
in ∆¯ µx from index 1 to index N − 1 − Λ is detected, i.e.,
ν = k | ∆¯ µx(k) = max
j
(∆¯ µx(j)), (24)
forj = 1,2,...,N −1−Λ. Since the last Λ = 300 pixel rows are ignored,detecting
the conveyorbelt is avoided.
The fact that an end face is an approximately circular object means that the
row-wise intensity change between backgroundand object is not always sharp. The
position ν therefore often appear at y1 + δ, where δ > 0. This is the case in the
image shown in Figure 51, where the dotted line marks the position of index ν. To
approximate y1 all local minima in ¯ µx from index 1 to index ν are detected. The
index for the local minimum closest to index ν is chosen as ˆ y1.
The other vertical coordinate, y2 is approximated as the index for the global
minimum of the signal ¯ µx from index ˆ y1 + Λ to N. Indices ˆ y1 and ˆ y2 are shown in
Figure51as solidlines. Thegroundtruthinthis imageis y1 = 1196andy2 = 1595,
which were estimated to ˆ y1 = 1161 and ˆ y2 = 1599.
7.2.2 Horizontal cropping
The estimation of the horizontal boundaries, ˆ x1 and ˆ x2 are computed using the
image Iy
crop, i.e. the image I cropped at the vertical indices ˆ y1 and ˆ y2. Each column
mean is computed and smoothed, similar to the vertical case,
µy(i) =
1
Ncrop
Ncrop X
j=1
Iy
crop(i,j), (25)
where Ncrop is the number of rows in Iy
crop. A typical µy and the smoothed version
¯ µy are shown in Figure 52 together with Iy
crop. It is clear that the indices corre-
sponding to the position of the end face have considerably higher intensity than
others. This is the case, since the curtain and planks are already cropped from the
image, and thus have no inﬂuence on the end face detection. The detection could
thus be performed using global thresholding. However, ﬁnding one one threshold
suitable for all images is difﬁcult. Here, another approach is taken where an auto-
matically determined threshold is used to detect the end face roughly, after which it
is possible to make a more exact detection of the boundaries.
The threshold, T is chosen as the mean value of the global minimum and max-
imum in ¯ µy. Thresholding ¯ µy at T gives a binary signal with ones corresponding
to indices where the end face is present. Now, the task is to detect the boundary
indices of the end face. Let the ﬁrst and last indices corresponding to ones in the
thresholdedsignalbe τ1 andτ2, respectively. Index ˆ x1 is determinedas the last local
minimum in ¯ µy(i) for i = 1,2,...,τ1, and similarly ˆ x2 is the ﬁrst local minimum in
signal ¯ µy(i) for i = τ2,τ2+1,...,M. This way of determiningthe croppingindices
81ˆ y1
ˆ y2
ν
Figure 51: Original intensity image (left) together with signals µx (middle left), ¯ µx
(middle right) and ∆¯ µx (right). The dotted line marks the index ν for the maximum
value in ∆¯ µx. Solid lines shows ˆ y1 and ˆ y2.
ˆ x1 ˆ x2 τ1 τ2
Figure 52: Image Iy
crop (upper) with signals µy (middle) and ¯ µy (lower). The hor-
izontal lines show the threshold T (solid) as well as the maximum and minimum
values of ¯ µy. The vertical lines show ˆ x1 and ˆ x2. The grey area marks the region for
the values of T that would have given the same estimates for ˆ x1 and ˆ x2.
82Figure 53: Illustration of the result for a set of 20 evaluation images. Each rectangle
corresponds to the result of cropping one image. The shown image is 445 × 400
pixels.
is not sensitive to the threshold T. The grey area in Figure 52 illustrates the span of
thresholds that would give the same cropping result. The estimated ˆ x1 and ˆ x2 are
shown as vertical lines in Figure 52. The ground truth is x1 = 554 and x2 = 998,
and the estimated indices were ˆ x1 = 515 and ˆ x2 = 1024.
7.2.3 Results
The performance of the suggested method is shown in Figure 53 for a small evalu-
ation set of 20 images which is a subset of the larger evaluation set SE. The shown
end face represents an arbitrary end face cropped manually at (x1,y1) and (x2,y2).
Each of the drawn rectangles illustrates the result for one of the images in the eval-
uation set normalized to the size of the shown image. That is, the shown boundaries
are multiplied with the ratio between each image size and the size of the shown end
face. In two of the illustrated results large parts of the end face is cut in the hor-
izontal cropping. These end faces were both very dirty with dark parts that were
incorrectlydetected as backgroundin the automatic cropping. The groundtruth was
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Figure 54: Results forthe fourdifferentestimates forthe evaluationset. See the text
for explanation.
established manually by markingwith a graphical tool the upperleft and lowerright
corners of the region including the end face.
The results are also shown as box plots in Figure 54. Here, the relative error for
each end face is computed as
ˆ ey1 =
ˆ y1 − y1
2(y1 − yc)
, (26)
for ˆ y1 and similar for the other estimated coordinates,where yc is the vertical centre
of the bounding box, i.e., yc = (y2 + y1)/2. This means that a positive value
corresponds to cropping outside the end face and a negative value means that a part
of the end face is removed. The lines in the boxes mark the median value, the lower
and upper limit of the box is the 25 and 75 percentile, respectively and the whiskers
cover all results that are not considered outliers (+). One large negative error is
seen for both variables ˆ ex1 and ˆ ex2, which are equal to the discussed large errors
seen in Figure 53. The upper vertical coordinate ˆ y1 is the estimate with the highest
median, and the largest errors, excluding outliers. This is an effect of the smooth
intensity transition between background and end face, as well as bright parts of the
log envelope surface being visible. The coordinate for the lower boundary of the
end face ˆ y2 has three positive outliers, which means that a part of the conveyor is
included in the cropped images.
When cropping the images it is more important that most of the end face remain
in the cropped image, than that the cropping is as close to the true bounding box
as possible. Therefore, positive errors in Figure 54 are desired rather than negative
errors. The extra rows or columns of pixels that remain in the cropped image are
not a problem.
847.3 Automatic removal of marks from uneven sawing
Marks from harvesting are clearly visible across the end face in many images. An
example of an image with such a pattern is shown in Figure 55. The marks are
disturbing both when it comes to estimation of the pith position as well as in the
computations of the number of annual rings since they are detected in the computa-
tions of local orientations. An automatic method for removing them was presented
in Paper VII and applied to the images before the furtheranalysis. By automatically
detecting the direction of the marks, a suitable ﬁlter mask is created in the Fourier
domain and applied to the image spectrum.
The repetitive pattern of lines or marks that is the effect after uneven sawing is
often visible in the Fourier domain as a region with high energy. By detecting the
region, it is possible to construct a ﬁlter that suppress the energy, and thus removes
the marks. A small part of the Fourier spectrum for the image in Figure 55 is shown
in Figure 56. This part is the centre of the Fourier spectrum, which is the most
interesting part when it comes to these marks. The energy in the centre was set
to zero and the spectrum was smoothed with a Gaussian ﬁlter. The pattern from
uneven sawing creates higher energy in the Fourier spectrum close to the horizontal
axis. By measuring the intensities in different directions from the centre, the region
with high intensity can be detected, as shown in Figure 56. The dashed vertical line
is the position for the detected maximum in the signal, representing the direction of
the marks.
A ﬁlter is created as a line in the Fourier domain, interrupted in the spectrum
centre and smoothed with a Gaussian ﬁlter. The interruption avoids removal of the
lowest frequencies in the image, which is not required here. The ﬁlter is shown
in Figure 57 together with the result after ﬁltering, i.e., pointwise multiplication,
the spectrum in Figure 56. Note that the shown result is only an illustration with
the centre energies removed and the smoothed spectrum for easier comparison with
Figure 56. In the reduction of the marks, the original Fourier spectrum is the one
ﬁltered. The result after ﬁltering the image in Figure 55 is shown in Figure 58.
TheﬁlteringisperformedasapreprocessingstepforallimagesintheHeby2006,
Heby2007and NybyOnline datasets priorto furtheranalysis. Some of the end faces
do not need this ﬁltering, but no automatic method was developed to determine
which one required it, thus it was applied to all. The areas with annual rings par-
allel to the ﬁltered pattern is slightly affected by the procedure. However, it was
concluded that performing the ﬁltering was important enough to take the risk of
affecting the annual rings.
85Figure 55: Original image with marks from uneven sawing.
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Figure 56: The centre part of the ﬁltered Fourier spectrum (left) and the energies
corresponding to different angles from the centre (right). The angle is measured
clockwise from the horizontal axis.
86Figure 57: The constructed ﬁlter (left) and the result after ﬁltering (right).
Figure 58: Result after ﬁltering the image in Figure 55.
87888 Analysis of end face features
So far, the presentedwork includes background,image acquisition, theoretical tools
and preprocessing of the images, which are all needed for the last step: the actual
analysis of the end face features described in this chapter. The extracted features
are the pith position and the number of annual rings. The method for pith detection
was presented in Paper V, and is used as a prerequisite for the annual ring measure-
ments. The annual ring computations were described and evaluated in Paper VI and
Paper VII for pine end faces. New results for pith detection are presented here for
images that were not analyzed before. Also, initial results for computing the num-
ber of annual rings in spruce are presented. The methods are brieﬂy described here.
Details can be found in the corresponding papers.
8.1 Pith detection
The position of the pith in a log is related to wood features. In the case of com-
pression wood in the stem the pith is often eccentric (Bowyer et al., 2007). Even if
no compression wood exists an eccentric pith means that the tree growth has been
uneven in different parts of the log, which is undesirable in wood products. If the
shape of the end face is also outlined, the position of the pith can be compared to
the centre of mass of the end face, as a measure of eccentricity. This measure was
computed in Paper V, but the aim of estimating the pith position in this work has
been to use the result as a starting position for the annual ring measurements. This
is commonto manymethodsconsideringannualrings on end faces orcross sections
of wood logs.
The approach for pith detection is similar for many methods, independent of
the imaging device or quality of the end face surfaces for the considered images.
The goal is to detect the centre of the annual rings, using the local orientations of
the rings in the computations. If the rings were completely circular and concentric,
the local orientation of each pixel would be directed towards the ring centre, i.e.,
the pith. Therefore, by computing two such orientations the point where the lines
intersect would be the position for the pith. However, a few difﬁculties occur with
this model. The ﬁrst is that the annual rings are neither perfectly circular nor com-
pletely concentric. However, it is probable that most of the orientations will point
rather close to the pith. Thus, by combining information from many orientations it
is possible to make an estimation of the pith position. The second difﬁculty is that
the local orientations of the annual rings can be hard to estimate, due to rough end
faces and noisy images. The method for orientation estimation must therefore be
robust enough for the considered end faces and images.
The described approach is used in several papers, e.g., Andreu and Rinnhofer
(2001); Bhandarkar et al. (1996); Entacher et al. (2007); Hanning et al. (2003);
Longuetaudet al. (2004),andÖsterberget al. (2004). Otherpapers suggestdifferent
methods, but with certain parts still similar. Although the approach is the same, the
methods are not equal. Computations of the orientations differ, and so does the
method for combining them into an estimation of the pith position.
89Computations of the local orientations have been performed by thresholding
(Bhandarkar et al., 1996; Entacher et al., 2007; Laggoune et al., 2005), gradients
(Longuetaud et al., 2004; He et al., 2008), and edge detection (Chalifour et al.,
2001). In these methods, parts of the annual rings are detected, and thus the local
orientation. However,theyareallappliedtoratherhighqualityendfacesandimages
acquired either using CT scanner or through a microscope or by a desktop scanner.
Another approach is to take into account a larger area when determining the
local orientation, which makes it more robust to rough surfaces and noisy images.
This can be performed using the fast Fourier transform (FFT), which is the case in
Hanning et al. (2003) and Österberg (2009) for planks and end faces, respectively;
or Gabor ﬁlters, which was used in Andreu and Rinnhofer (2001). An alternative is
to use separable ﬁlters and linear symmetry to determine local orientation (Bigün,
1992), which was used in Paper V. There, orientations are determined in different
frequency scales using a Laplacian pyramid. The local orientations are computed
using Gaussian ﬁlters, which is fast due to the possibility to separate the ﬁlters in
spatial coordinates. In Figure 59 a small part of an image is shown, where the local
orientationswere computedboth using the gradient and the Laplacianpyramid. The
two ﬁrst levels are shown from the pyramid, which are the levels that were used in
this work. The end face is too rough for the gradient to perform well and the ﬁrst
level of the pyramid is also sensitive to the rough surface. The second level of the
pyramid, however, performs very well in the shown image.
The difference in performance between thresholding and detecting local orien-
tation using FFT is discussed in Hanning et al. (2003). There, the pith is detected on
the frontside of lumber. With polished frontsides, thresholdingoutlines parts of the
annual rings which are then used to estimate the pith position. For unpolished sides
this does not work, thus the FFT is used instead. Österberg (2009) concluded that
global thresholding was not useful in detecting the rings on sawn end faces. These
conclusions ﬁt well with what was discovered in this work.
In the methods forcomputingthe pith position, local orientations are often com-
bined to a voting matrix or Hough accumulator image. In Österberg (2009) two
pixels and their corresponding orientations are picked from the end face, and the
local orientations are computed. An estimate for the pith position is taken as the
intersection point between the orientations. Two new points are then selected and a
new positionis estimated. This is iterateduntil the differencebetweentwo estimates
is small enough. In other methods several orientations are combined into a voting
matrix e.g., Andreu and Rinnhofer (2001); Entacher et al. (2007); Hanning et al.
(2003), and Longuetaud et al. (2004), which was also the approach in Paper V.
It should be mentioned that there exist other approaches for pith detection, e.g.,
in Flood (2003) where whorls of knots are used to detect the pith position in CT
images, or Sjöberg et al. (2001) who determines the pith position on planks by
comparing local orientations to pre-computed directions. A comparison between
different methods such as combingthe gradient directions, measuring curvatureand
using techniques for determining minutiae in ﬁngerprint images was presented in
Entacher et al. (2008) for pith detection and it was concluded that taking the inter-
sections between gradients gave the best results.
90(a) Original image (b) Orientations using gradient.
(c) Orientations in level 1 of the pyramid (d) Orientations in level 2 of the pyramid
Figure 59: Detection of the local orientations of the annual rings computed using
gradients and two levels of the orientation pyramid.
91Two versions of pith detection were described in Paper V, differing mostly in
the method for local orientation estimation, using quadrature ﬁlters (Granlund and
Knutsson, 1995) or a Laplacian pyramid. Both performed well for the analyzed
images, i.e., the Forssjö, Ultuna, and Nyby2005datasets. The second version, using
the Laplacian pyramid, has been used since then as it computes local orientations
faster than the quadrature ﬁlters. The method is robust for rough surfaces, but with
this type of data, i.e., untreated end faces, cases occur when the method performs
bad or fails. Therefore,a validity measure is computedfor the estimated pith, which
can give a warning in case of an uncertain pith estimate.
8.1.1 Additional experiments
The pith position has been computed here for end faces in datasets that were not
analyzed in Paper V. This includes both the Heby2006 and Heby2007 datasets and
the evaluation set, SE from the NybyOnline dataset. The pith detection results for
the dataset used in Paper VII are also shown here. In Paper VII the pith position
was used as a prerequisite for annual ring measurements, but the performance of
the pith estimation was not examined separately. In Paper V, intensity images com-
puted using Equation 4 were used. However, when applying the pith detection to
the NybyOnline data, another conversion is used (equal to the one in the automatic
cropping described in Section 7.2), since it was more suitable for annual ring mea-
surements.
Thegroundtruthforpithposition was established bythe authorby choosingone
pixel in each image using a graphical tool. The pith is considered to be one pixel,
although the physical pith on an end face is larger. In a few end faces the position
of the pith is very difﬁcult to determine, e.g., if the area around the pith is covered
by dirt or in case of severe rot. However, ground truth was still established as well
as possible.
Themethodusedforautomaticpithdetectionconsists mainlyoftwo steps: com-
puting local orientations using Laplacian pyramids and combining them into an es-
timation of the pith position in an intersection step. The orientation estimation re-
quires three parameters, which are listed in Table 6 for the considered datasets. The
parameter σ1 is the standard deviation for the ﬁlter creating the Laplacian pyramid,
i.e., it determines the frequency of the signals in each level of the pyramid. Here
σ1 is chosen so that the annual ring pattern is caught in the two ﬁrst levels of the
pyramid. For higher levels the frequencies are assumed to be too low. The param-
eter β determines the size of the region that is considered in the estimation of local
orientation. A large value takes a larger neighbourhood into account, which is ro-
bust to noise. However,the largerthe neighbourhood,the more does the annual ring
pattern deviate from approximating a simple signal, and the estimated orientation
can therefore be uncertain. The ﬁnal standard deviation, σ2 is the size of a Gaussian
ﬁlter, smoothing the detected local orientations. In the computations of local orien-
tations using this method, a certainty value is given for each computed orientation.
This certainty value is used in the intersection step of the pith estimation.
The values of the parameters listed in Table 6 were chosen by visual inspection
of the ﬁrst two levels of the Laplacian and orientation pyramids of a few images in
92Table 6: Parameters for computing the local orientation.
Dataset σ1 β σ2
NybyOnline 2.0 1.5 1.5
Heby2006 3.0 3.0 3.0
Heby2007 3.0 3.0 3.0
the SE set and Heby2007 set. The parameters chosen for SE were also used for
the data in Paper VII, which are here listed as NybyOnline, since both datasets are
subsets of the NybyOnline set. For the images in Heby2006, it was assumed that
the same parameters could be used as for Heby2007.
In the intersection steps of the method, the orientations are combined into an
estimation of the pith position. The number of local orientations that are taken into
account is determined by two parameters: a threshold Tc and the size of a moving
window with B × B pixels. In each non-overlapping window, the orientation with
the largest certaintyvalueis chosenas a representativeforthe region,if the certainty
is above the threshold Tc. A line with the same direction as the local orientation is
drawn in an intersection image, representing possible pith positions. For each new
examined region, the lines are accumulated in the intersection image. A Gaussian
ﬁlter with standard deviation σI smooths the intersection image, after which the
weighted mean of the largest values is taken as an estimate of the pith position. A
threshold, TS sets the limit for which values are taken into account in the mean
computations. The intersection step is performedthree times: once for the complete
orientation image in level 2 of the pyramid, and afterwards for a small area around
the ﬁrst result, both in level 1 and level 2. This means that in total three estimates
for the pith position is computed, where the ﬁrst is assumed to be a rough estimate
since it takes into account local orientations from the complete image.
The parameters used are listed in Table 7, and are equal for all datasets. By
choosing Tc = 0, there are no restrictions on the certainty values of the orientations
taken into account. The size of the moving window B is chosen so that it is rather
large for the ﬁrst intersection step, when the complete image is taken into account,
and smaller for the second intersection. In the second step the size of the moving
window doubles when the resolution doubles (from level 2 to level 1 in the pyra-
mid.) The same goes for the standard deviation σI. With threshold TS = 1 − ε,
where ε = 10−10, in practice no mean is computed of the largest values in the in-
tersection image, but the pith position is chosen as the position for the largest value.
For the intersection step, the parameters were determined using 20 images from
the Heby2007 dataset, which is 10% of the complete dataset. The error for each
step was compared to the ground truth after different steps. The chosen parameters
provided a result with a low median error and among the smallest variations. The
images used for training are included in the result.
The pith estimation result is chosen from one of the two estimates in the second
intersection. The level (1 or 2) with the smallest standard deviation of the intersec-
tion image is assumed to havea narrowpeak andthereforebe a more exactestimate.
The standarddeviationis computedas a mean of the standard deviationsforthe hor-
93Table 7: Parameters for the intersection steps.
First intersection Second intersection
Tc B σI TS Tc B σI TS
Level 1 - - - - 0 4 4 1 − ε
Level 2 0 8 2 1 − ε 0 2 2 1 − ε
izontal and vertical directions, respectively, normalized with the size of the image.
The standard deviation for the horizontal direction is computed as
σx =
v u
u
t 1
M
M X
i=1
(xi − ¯ x)2, (27)
where ¯ x is the mean value for the horizontal coordinate and M is the number of
columns in the intersection image. The standard deviation σy for the vertical coor-
dinate is computed in a similar way. The total standard deviation is
σ =
1
2
￿σx
M
+
σy
N
￿
, (28)
where N is the number of rows in the intersection image. Intersection images for
level 1 and 2 for an image are shown in Figure 60. The standard deviationis smaller
for the second level, thus the position for the maximum there is the ﬁnal estimate of
the pith.
In Paper V the computedstandard deviations were used as validity measures for
the detected pith. However, the interpretationof this measure is not straightforward,
and it can be difﬁcult to set a threshold for which results are valid or not. In Pa-
perVII the validity is measuredas the distance between the three differentestimates
of the pith position that are computedin the intersection steps. A largemeasure thus
means long distances between the estimates, i.e., the estimate is deemed unvalid.
For a valid result, the different estimates will be similar, and thus the validity mea-
sure is low. The validity is measured in mm.
Results forpith estimates forSE are shown in Figure 61, sorted accordingto the
validity measure. A few end faces have large errors. The end face with the largest
error was completely covered with mud, and the second largest was covered with
snow to approximately 2/3 of the end face. All results with large errors also have
a high value for the validity measure. The result is also plotted as a histogram in
Figure 62, with the three largest errors removed. The results are shown in the end
face images in Figure 63 for a few cases, sorted according to the validity measure.
For the images on the top row the annual ring pattern is clear and no particular
disturbances are present. The other end faces show a few difﬁculties, such as cracks
in (c) and (e). However,in (c) the ring pattern is clear, thus the pith estimation is not
disturbed by the cracks. In (e), knots are also present close to the pith, which results
in a high validity measure, since both the cracks and the knots disturb the detection
of local orientations. For the end faces in (d) and (f), the ring pattern is less clear
due to a roughsurface (d) and an end face slightly out of focus (f). In (f) the result is
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Figure 60: Second intersection images for the two considered levels in the pyramid.
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Figure 61: Result for the images in the evaluation set, SE sorted according to the
validity measure.
still very good, although the validity measure is high. The result in (d) is the worst
for the shown end faces.
The dataset that was collected for the evaluation in Paper VII consists of 70 end
faces imaged three times: twice as they appeared at the sawmill, and once with the
end faces newly sawn. A comparison for the pith detection method was performed
using this data, with one set of images from the stored end faces compared to the
newly sawn. The results are plotted in Figure 64, showing that the pith detection
performs slightly better for the newly sawn end faces. This is an expected result,
since they have less dirt, higher contrast, and smoother surfaces. However, the
difference in performance is small.
Results for the Heby2006 set are shown in Figure 65 both as a histogram and
plotted together with the validity measure. It can be seen that the large errors also
have large validity measures. The results for the Heby2007 dataset are shown in
Figure 66. A few results from both datasets are plotted in the respective images in
Figure 67. Note that among the three images shown for the Heby2006 set, two are
the ones that gave the largest errors for the complete set. Comparing the images
with the ones shown in Figure 63 the images fromthe Heby sets have lowercontrast
and less intensity difference between earlywood and latewood. For Figure 67 (a)
and (d) the ring pattern is clear and the results are good. Also the end face in (e) is
handled well, although the marks from uneven sawing are disturbing. In (b) and (f)
the ring pattern is not clear enough to determine the pith position, and in (c) the ring
pattern is only visible forsmall parts of the shownimage, whichis also problematic.
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Figure 62: Results forthe images in the evaluationset, SE. Threeoutliers havebeen
removed.
97(a) e = 1.4, v = 1.2 (b) e = 1.6, v = 4.5
(c) e = 0.4, v = 12.0 (d) e = 15.5, v = 22.5
(e) e = 5.7, v = 25.5 (f) e = 1.6, v = 28.5
Figure 63: Result for a few end faces in SE. The images are sorted according to the
validity measure, v. The error e and validity measure are given in mm.
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(a) Stored end faces
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(b) Newly sawn end faces
Figure 64: Result forthe pith detection forone set of end faces that was ﬁrst imaged
after storage, and then when newly sawn.
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Figure 65: Result for the images in the Heby2006 set.
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Figure 66: Result for the images in the Heby2007 set.
100(a) e = 1.6, v = 2.2 (b) e = 19.5, v = 23.6
(c) e = 12.3, v = 51.2 (d) e = 0.4, v = 1.4
(e) e = 1.4, v = 8.3 (f) e = 19.0, v = 35.2
Figure 67: Result for a few end faces in the Heby2006 (a-c) and Heby2007 (d-f)
sets. The images are sorted according to the validity measure, v for each of the
datasets. The error e and validity measure are given in mm.
1018.2 Annual ring detection
For annual ring measurements on end faces and cross sections, two application ar-
eas are the most common: quality measurements and dendrochronology. Different
types of end faces and images give different possibilities for the measurements.
Applications in dendrochronology, computing annual ring width requires determi-
nation of exact boundaries between different annual rings, and even occasionally
between earlywood and latewood. To be able to measure such details, the quality
of end faces and images must be very good, e.g., as in Soille and Misson (2001)
where end faces are prepared and then imaged in a scanner to make it possible to
determine annual ring area.
Annual ring contourscan be outlined on high quality images such as MRI or CT
data (Morales et al., 2004; Entacher et al., 2007) or scanned end faces (Laggoune
et al., 2005) using methods based on edge detection and gradients. Lower quality
data can also be useful if global information is taken into account as in Cerda et al.
(2007) where the knowledge that two adjacent rings have approximately the same
shape, is used. The method depends on the outer shape of the end faces being
correctly outlined.
For end faces with a rough surface, or lower quality CT data, annual ring width
has been determined using local frequency (Tsui, 1996; Andreu and Rinnhofer,
2001). In Hanning et al. (2003) and Österberg (2009), density maps of the annual
ring width were computed on planks and end faces, respectively, using the FFT. It
can, however, be difﬁcult to determine a proper size for the window in which the
FFT iscomputed. Tsui(1996)discussestheproblemwithfewringsinasmall block,
and thus low angular resolution in the Fourier spectrum. A larger block means that
the ring pattern deviates from a simple signal, and the angle and frequency is thus
more difﬁcult to determine.
Here, the focus has been on measuring the annual rings along a few rays from
the pith andoutwards. Ideally, the complete endface shouldbe examined,but it was
concludedthat the end face quality is rarely good enoughfor this, and also that time
can be saved by computing the annual rings only for a few directions, which should
be considered for online computations in the sawmill.
To measure along one or a few rays has been considered earlier (Conner et al.,
1998; Chalifour et al., 2001; He et al., 2008), but the methods applied there are
not robust enough for untreated end faces. An attempt to measure the number of
annual rings for quality analysis on untreated pine and spruce end faces was made
by Jonsson (1992), where images of size 512 × 512 are acquired using a video
camera. The annual rings were countedusing the intensity along fourdifferent rays,
and it was concluded that this method gave problems both for narrow annual rings,
due to low resolution, and also forwide rings, where dirt or noise was often counted
as annual rings.
In Paper VI a method to count the number of annual rings on end faces in
sawmill industry was developed. This method was later modiﬁed and thoroughly
evaluated in Paper VII. The grey weighted polar distance transform was used to
compute the number of rings. The approach is the one shown in Section 6.4 in Fig-
102Figure 68: Automatically detected orientations for measuring the number of annual
rings along two rays from 20 to 80 mm from the automatically detected pith (×).
ure 43 and 44, where the GWPDT is applied from a line, or ray, going from the
pith and outwards, and the distance map is analyzed along another ray. The number
of local minima along the analyzed ray in the distance map is ideally equal to the
number of annual rings.
The direction for measurements is chosen automatically using the orientation
pyramid computed in the pith detection step. The computed orientations are com-
pared to the direction from the detected pith. An area where these are similar is as-
sumed to have a ring pattern that is clear and is therefore chosen for measurements.
No analysis of the performance of this approach was made, but it was concluded
by visual inspection that the choice of measurement direction was satisfactory in
almost all cases in the sense that the chosen direction was one with clearly visible
rings (compared to other directions). By choosing two directions for measuring,
as in Paper VII, the chance of picking not only an area with clear pattern, but also
the correct measurement area is increased in comparison to measuring in only one
direction. In Figure 68 the automatically detected directions are shown for an end
face from the NybyOnline set.
The method for counting annual rings was evaluated on a dataset of 70 end
faces. Each end face was imaged three times in the NybyOnline setup: twice as
they appeared at the sawmill and once after a thin disc was sawn off to produce a
103Table 8: Result for image series 1.
True positives False positives False negatives
M1 M2 M3 M1 M2 M3 M1 M2 M3
A 56 55 47 3 4 4 2 3 11
B 8 6 7 2 3 11 3 5 4
C 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 0
Table 9: Result for image series 2.
True positives False positives False negatives
M1 M2 M3 M1 M2 M3 M1 M2 M3
A 55 52 50 2 4 4 3 6 8
B 8 6 6 3 6 9 3 5 5
C 0 1 0 2 1 1 1 0 1
Table 10: Result for image series 3, newly sawn end faces.
True positives False positives False negatives
M1 M2 M3 M1 M2 M3 M1 M2 M3
A 57 49 46 4 5 5 1 9 12
B 7 6 5 2 8 12 4 5 6
C 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 0
fresh surface. As the end faces were imaged, they were also graded by a grader
and a grading inspector at the sawmill measurement station. Ground truth was also
created for each end face by the grading inspector thoroughly counting the number
of rings in the correct measurement area. The dataset consisted of 58 end faces of
grade A, eleven end faces of grade B and only one of the worst quality class, grade
C. The results for the measurements are listed in Table 8 to 10, where image series
1 and 2 correspondto the untreatedend faces andimage series 3 arethe newly sawn.
The proposed method is M1 and the results for the graderand grading inspectorare
M2 and M3, respectively. If all end faces are measured correctly, the true positives
should be 58, 11 and 1, for grades A, B, and C, respectively. For the false positives
and false negatives the ideal result is 0.
The results show that the automatic method performsas well as the manual esti-
mation when classifying the logs into the quality classes as describedin Section 2.4.
The single end face with less than 12 rings (grade C) has not been correctly clas-
siﬁed in any of the image series. Evaluation with more end faces in grade C must
be performed to establish if this is a coincidence or a systematic error. Possibly, the
method must be tuned slightly to measure these end faces correctly. It is noticable
that there is no improvement of the results for the end faces that were newly sawn,
neither for the proposed method, nor the manual graders. It was expected that the
automatic methodcould performbetter forthese images, however,since the method
was developed using untreated end faces this result is not completely surprising. It
is possible that the rather low image quality reduces the gain of having newly sawn
end faces. It is still very likely that newly sawn end faces would give better results
than the untreated, if the method was tuned differently.
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Figure 69: The results for 20 of the images in the Heby2007 dataset.
By examining the results a bit further it was concluded in Paper VII that more
than approximately 25 annual rings in the measurement area were impossible to
count with the automatic method, since the resolution was too low. It was still
possible though, to classify these end faces into the correct quality class.
8.2.1 Additional experiments
The method presented in Paper VI and there used for pine end faces has here been
applied to the spruce images in dataset Heby2007. The major difference between
the NybyOnline dataset and the Heby2007 set is the image quality regarding noise
and the contrast and colourdifferencebetween earlywoodand latewood. The image
quality of the Heby2007 set is better than the NybyOnline dataset. However, many
of the end faces have very rough surfaces. The roughness is a difﬁcult disturbance
when estimating the numberof annual rings, especially in combinationwith a small
colour difference between earlywood and latewood. The annual rings could there-
fore not be estimated with satisfactory results on all images. As a proof of concept,
20 end faces from the Heby2007 dataset were selected and analyzed. In the selec-
tion, end faces with too rough a surface were excluded. For the chosen images,
the annual ring pattern was analyzed in one automatically chosen direction and the
result was compared to the number of rings counted manually by the author. This
is the same approach as was taken also in Paper VI, for the ﬁrst attempt to count
annual rings on pine end faces.
The results from the measurements are shown in Figure 69, where the ground
truth denotes the numberof rings counted manually along the chosen direction. The
results show that it is possible to count the number of rings rather well up to a
much higher limit than what was the case in the NybyOnline set, presented in Pa-
per VII. The differencebetween images that were includedand excludedfrom these
analyzed images is illustrated in Figure 70, where one included and one excluded
image is shown.
105Figure 70: Example of an image that was included in the analyzed dataset (upper)
and one that was not (lower).
1069 Concluding remarks
In this chapter conclusions are drawn about the work and the developed methods.
Ideas for future work in connection with this dissertation are also presented.
9.1 Conclusions
In this dissertation, image analysis methods for automatic quality measurements of
log end faces in the sawmill industry were developed and evaluated. The work in-
cludes both theoretical tools and practical applications, from image acquisition to
measuring end face features. The main contributions are the algorithm for simu-
lating synthetic wood, the theoretical work in connection with the polar distance
transform, and the methods for estimating the pith position and the number of an-
nual rings. Furthermore, methods for preprocessing the large amount of data were
developed, which were included in the dissertation for completion.
The synthetic end face images were created with the aim to be used in devel-
opment and evaluation of methods for measuring end face features. A real dataset
of approximately 200 images depicting pine was used to determine features such as
size, presence of heartwood, number of knots and cracks, and colour, which were
then used to create realistic synthetic end faces. Also features related to harvesting,
storageofthewood,andimageacquisitionweresimulated. By changingparameters
in each of the different steps, different features can be analyzed separately. In the
dissertation it was shown that the method to create synthetic data can be extended
to 3D, to simulate realistic logs. Unfortunately, time ﬂies and therefore there was
no such utilization of the data within the scope of this work.
As a step in the development of the method for annual ring measurements a
new distance transform was presented. By computing the radius and angle for a
pixel compared to an image origin, distance can be measured in terms of polar
coordinates, i.e., the polar distance transform. A grey weighted version was also
developed,andin connectionwiththat, a methodto computegreyweighteddistance
in a 5 × 5 neighbourhoodwas proposed.
To apply the polar distance transform, the position of the centre of the annual
rings, the pith, must be known. An automatic method to estimate the pith posi-
tionusing local orientations in the image was presented in this work. It is robust to
noisy and rough end faces as well as disturbances such as knots, cracks, or partial
coverage of dirt or snow. This method was evaluated on over 500 images of spruce
and pine and used as a starting point for the annual ring measurements.
In the method for measuring the number of annual rings on an end face the cir-
cular shape of the polar distance transform is combined with the intensity of the
annual ring pattern. A dataset of pine images acquired in sawmill production was
used to evaluatethe annualringmeasurements. The automaticmethodperformedas
well as the manualgraders when classifying logs into differentquality classes based
on the number of annual rings. The exact number of rings could not be estimated
above a certain number, which was concluded to depend on the resolution of the
107images, but the gradingwas still successful. Initial test have also been performedon
spruce end faces which showed promising results for the small set of images. The
methodfordeterminingthe numberof annualrings is completelyautomatic, includ-
ing cropping the images, ﬁltering to remove marks from uneven sawing, estimating
the pith position and measuring the number of annual rings.
For the analysis to be applicable at a sawmill measurement station, it must be
carried out during a couple of seconds. No effort was made in this work to optimize
methods for this purpose, and therefore no thorough analysis of the required time.
However, the choice of methods has been made with computational time in mind.
The pith detection method uses ﬁlters separable in the spatial dimensions which is
effective. The step of combining the orientations into an intersection image is de-
pendent on the size of the image, and the numberof orientations taken into account.
When it comes to the computations of annual rings the previously computed local
orientations are used to determine which areas to measure in, and the polar distance
transform is applied only to small parts of the image.
Furthermore, with another camera setup, imaging the end faces from the front
at a speciﬁc distance, the computations of pixel size is not required, nor is the au-
tomatic cropping if the imaged end face is positioned approximately in the centre
of the image. When it comes to the method for reducing the marks from uneven
sawing, the fast Fourier transform is applied to transform the image to the Fourier
domain and back. This can possibly also be avoided since one important reason for
the marks is that the illuminationcreates shadowson the endface. With a moreeven
illumination it is possible that the disturbances are reduced to a level where they are
not disturbing to the rest of the measurements.
9.2 Future work
The work in this dissertation includes many different parts, which could all be de-
veloped or evaluated further.
• The simulated images resemble pine end faces. However, a few features can
be improved to make them even more realistic, e.g., the annual ring pattern
and the knots. The annual rings are at present simulated using a sine function.
This is not ideal for modelling the growth, therefore a more suitable function
would make the result even better. The knots on simulated 2D end faces do
not scale with the distance to the pith, in the present model. However, in the
3D model for simulating the knots in logs, cone shaped branches are used,
automatically giving this scaling. This should be used also to the 2D case
for more realistic knots. A more realistic colour model for the knots is also
useful, possibly built up as a growth fromthe centre of the knot and outwards,
simulating the growth of the branch. Simulation of other species could also
be performed using the proposed method. A test set of the relevant species is
thenrequiredtosettheparameters,suchascolour,presenceofheartwood,and
presence of knots, to realistic values. Furthermore, a more thorough investi-
gation of what happens in a 3D log needs to be performed so that parameters
canbe tunedtowardsreal logs. This can beaccomplishedusing the datain the
108Swedish stem bank (Grundberget al., 1995), where data from 200 pine stems
from different parts of Sweden are stored. The stems were scanned in a CT-
scannerand features like shape, pith position, heartwood size and presence of
knots have been extracted.
• When it comes to the polar distance transform, it would be interesting to
compare the two methods for computing it, chamfering and fast marching,
both regarding computational efﬁciency and the actual result. To implement
the polar distance transform as a weighted distance transform with Dijkstra’s
wave front propagation method (Dijkstra, 1959) could also be investigated.
The results are expectedto be equal to the ones in chamfering,but since every
pixel is only visited once, the computations are assumed be more efﬁcient.
• The method for measuring the number of annual rings was thoroughly eval-
uated for pine end faces in sawmill online production. However, the experi-
ments are limited when it comes to spruce end faces. The small test set gave
good results using the automatic analysis but further evaluations of annual
ring measurements on spruce needs to be performed, possibly with a ﬁxed
camera setup and illumination. Then it is possible to obtain a representative
dataset regardingroughness of the end faces and contrast between earlywood
and latewood, which were the most importantdifferencesbetween spruce and
pineobservedinthiswork. Iflargedifferencesarethecase,themethodforan-
nual ring measurements might need modiﬁcations to handle spruce end faces.
• The synthetic data can be used to analyze the limitations of the methods de-
veloped for pith detection and annual ring measurements. By running the
methods on different synthetic images, changing one feature at the time for
the synthetic data, it is possible to investigate which parts of the methods that
need improvement. In this way, the methods can be developed further.
Somework is still neededto take the step fromthe developedmethodspresented
here to a product working in sawmill environment. Time is an important issue, and
the methods must be implemented efﬁciently, to be used online. A camera setup
that is more ideal for the task is also desirable, where the camera can be placed so
that it is possible to use ﬂashlight in the imaging, and preferably also so that the end
face is imaged directly from the front, without perspective distortion.
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Automatisk analys av ändytebilder av stockar i
sågverksindustrin
Arbetet i den här avhandlingen har gjorts i samarbete med SDC - skogsnäringens
IT-företag, med syftet att ta fram metoder för automatisk mätning av träkvalitet på
stockar i sågverksindustrin.
Ändyteanalysgörsidagpåsvenskasågverksomendelavkvalitetsbestämningen
av en trästock. Denna analys görs av en virkesmätare genom visuell granskning när
stockenpasserarpåetttransportbandgenomsågverketsmätstation. Ivirkesmätarens
uppgifter ingår att ta hänsyn till information om stockens yttre dimension, vilken
ges av en 3D-mätram, eventuella skador från fällning, krök på stocken, röta och
tjurved samt antalet årsringar på en speciﬁk del av ändytan. Antalet årsringar ska
uppskattas till en av tre olika kvalitetsklasser för tall, och en av två olika klasser
för gran. Mätningen görs under tiden stocken passerar på transportbandet, vilket är
ca två sekunder. Den här avhandlingen utreder möjligheterna för att utföra delar av
ändyteanalysen automatiskt med hjälp av bildanalys.
En stor del av den forskning som tidigare har gjorts när det gäller bildanalys
av ändytor har gjorts på putsade ytor avbildade i scanners eller genom mikroskop,
eller med andra typer av bildtagningar, t ex datortomograﬁ. Mycket av forskningen
gäller tillämpningar inom dendrokronologi, läran om åldersbestämning av trä med
hjälp av årsringar, där årsringstäthet inklusive tjocklek av vårved och sommarved
mäts noga. Även mer sågverksnäratillämpningarhar analyserats, men då mestadels
genom fotografering i labmiljö av ändytor som har varit antingen behandlade (put-
sade och oljade) eller nyligen sågade. Hur ändytan har behandlats, i kombination
medbildtagningsmetodiken,avgörhurbraläsbarheteni bildenblir. Det göratt olika
typerav bildanalysmetoderkanbehövas,ävenom det ärsamma egenskapersom ska
analyseras.
I arbetet till den här avhandlingen används bilder av ändytor som de ser ut i
sågverksmiljö. Ett stort antal av bilderna har samlats in under ett års tid med en
fastmonterad ändytekamera på Setra Group Nyby sågverk i Björklinge i Uppland.
Bilder har tagits varje månad under ett års tid, vilket har resulterat i ändytor från
olika årstider, och därmed med olika egenskaper och svårigheter. Dessa data antas
därför vara representativa när det gäller förekomst av olika egenskaper hos ändy-
torna, i alla fall på det aktuella sågverket. Kameran var monterad ovanförtransport-
bandet på mätstationen, vilket gör att bildtagningen är realistisk för den här typen
av bilder. Övriga bilder har tagits av ändytor på sågverk eller från stockstumpar
samlade efter avverkning. Bland de fotade ändytorna ﬁnns många olika egenskaper
representerade,såsom kärnved,kvist, tjurved,röta, blåträ, sprickor,ocentreradmärg
och välsynliga möster efter sågningen.
En svårighet med bildanalys är att veta vad det korrekta resultatet är för de mät-
ningar som utförs. Ofta krävs det att en expert på området, i det här fallet trä, nog-
grannt märker ut i bilder eller i riktiga data vad som är korrekt. Även i de fall där
111märkningen inte måste utföras av en expert är den ofta tidskrävande och inte alltid
entydig, varför detta resultat ibland saknas i bildanalyssammanhang. En lösning
till det problemet är att skapa syntetiska data där man på förhand känner till svaret.
Om syntetiska data är realistiska kan de användas för att utveckla och utvärdera
bildanalysmetoder. I det här arbetet har en generator för syntetiska ändytebilder
utvecklats. Genom att analysera riktiga data har de olika egenskaperna anpassats
till att efterlikna ändytebilder av tall. I simulatorn efterliknas både träet och dess
egenskaper, liksom effekter av sågning, lagring, kamerauppställning och bildtagn-
ing. I avhandlingen presenteras en utvidgning av metoden till att även simulera
tredimensionella stockar.
Avhandlingeninnehåller både teoretiska verktyg som är lämpliga för att hantera
de riktiga bilderna såväl som mer praktiskt inriktade metoder. Den polära avstånd-
stransformen har presenterats i arbetet och är ett sätt att mäta avstånd där en posi-
tions radie och vinkel jämfört med ett origo tas med i beräkningen. Genom att vikta
olika riktningar på olika sätt går det att reglera avståndsmåttet så att den kortaste
vägen mellan två punkter på samma radie är ett cirkelsegment. Genom att kombin-
era detta mått med intensiteten hos årsringsmönstret kan antalet årsringar beräknas
även i bilder som är brusiga och har ett otydligt mönster.
En förutsättning för att kunna applicera den polära avståndstransformen är att
veta positionen för centrum av årsringarna,märgen. Märgpositionenkan också vara
intressant i sig, eftersom en väldigt ocentrerad märg kan vara ett mått på tjurved i
stocken, vilket bör undvikas i sågade varor. En metod för att hitta märgen i de ak-
tuella bilderna har utveckats och utvärderas på ungefär600 bilder. Metoden baseras
på att analysera riktiningar i bilden för att på det viset använda årsringsmönstret för
att hitta mitten. Genom att mäta var de ﬂesta av riktningarna sammanstrålar går
det att estimera var märgen ﬁnns. I metoden beräknas också ett mått för hur säk-
ert estimatet är. För de ändytor där den automatiska märgdetektionen är osäker ges
därmed en varning till användaren. En osäker mätning kan t ex bero på att ändytan
är smutsig eller skadad, eller att bilden är oskarp så att årsringsmönstret är otydligt.
Många ändytor har mönster efter sågningen som uppträder som ränder över
ändytan. Dessa ränder stör både märgestimering och årsringsmätning eftersom de
ger upphov till kanter och mönster som kan förväxlas med årsringarnas riktningar.
En automatiskmetod föratt ta bort mönstretsom uppkommervid sågning harockså
utvecklats i det här arbetet.
Den automatiska årsringsmätningen är utvärderad på ändytebilder av tall som
var fotade på en mätstation på ett svenskt sågverk och noggrant kvalitetsbestämt av
en kontrollmätare. Försöket visar att resultaten är likvärdiga med resultaten från en
manuell mätning vid mätstation, som är standard idag, vilket innebär att metoderna
kan användas som en del av en kvalitetsbestämning av sågtimmer, under överin-
seende av en virkesmätare.
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117118Errata to Paper III
In Paper III the weights c1 and c2 should be replaced by 1
c1 and 1
c2, respectively in
Equation 3. In Equation 8 and the following expressions for the weights c′
1 and c′
2,
also these should be replaced by 1
c′
1 and 1
c′
2, respectively. The correct equations are
(
1
c1
Dv1T(a,b))2 + (
1
c2
Dv2T(a,b))2 =
1
F(a,b)2, (3)
￿
1
c′
1
∂T
∂x
￿2
+
￿
1
c′
2
∂T
∂y
2￿2
=
1
F(a,b)2, (8)
1
c′
1
=
1
c1
￿
1 −
θ
π/2
￿
+
1
c2
￿
θ
π/2
￿
1
c′
2
=
1
c1
￿
θ
π/2
￿
+
1
c2
￿
1 −
θ
π/2
￿
.
The computations in the paper are correct. For the text and the ﬁgures, the weights
are correct. A high weight gives slow propagation in the correspondingdirection.
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